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Introduction 

Game artificial intelligence (Game AI) has been an area of research in the artificial 

intelligence (AI) field from its very early stages. One of the first game-playing AI was 

the custom-built computer called Nimrod in 1952, which was designed to allow 

players to play a game of Nim against an artificial intelligence [1]. 

Real-time strategy games (RTS) have recently become a popular objective of study. 

Mainly due to the exciting challenges connected to these games, which require real-

time decision-making and an effective algorithm to achieve it. The state of the game 

is continuously changing, and AI needs to react fast to the new conditions, so the 

classical algorithms are not able to keep up due to the computational complexity and 

time constraints. 

The goal of this thesis is to find a solution to a real-time strategy game problem and 

perform experiments to find out how well it performs in different conditions and using 

different configurations.  

Our proposed solution consists of two models: model using genetic programming 

to generate conditions that would be able to evaluate the state of the game and choose 

the appropriate action to execute, and model using neuroevolution, more specifically 

augmenting of neural network topologies and parameters, to compare it against. 

In the following chapters, we discuss the theory behind these models, describe both 

of them in detail, and perform multiple experiments to find out how well they can be 

trained against multiple different opponents. All experiments and results will be 

summarized and compared against each other to determine which model performs 

better or is more efficient.  

The models are using the MicroRTS framework for game simulations [2], and the 

neuroevolution model is based on the implementation of evo-NEAT by V. Ghosh [3]. 

The source code of both models is available in the attached files, and it is written in 

the Kotlin programming language.  
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1 Analysis 

In this chapter, we define the necessary terminology and theory needed to describe 

and implement models solving the problem of real-time strategy games. 

1.1 Artificial intelligence 

It is hard to define the term artificial intelligence, as there is no exact definition. 

For the purposes of this thesis, it is enough to define it as a program (or agent) that can 

learn and then perform the task, using the knowledge and skills gained by its training. 

There are many different methods that are used to develop an AI. The most well-

known are neural networks inspired by the human brain (we will talk about these more 

closely in the following sections). There are also other methods, like machine learning, 

natural language processing, or evolutionary algorithms. 

Training of any artificial intelligence can be done in multiple ways. The primary 

three methods of learning are supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning. 

Supervised learning consists of a model being trained on data that includes input and 

desired output, so the model learns to map an input to the specific response. This 

usually requires an effort from the user to specify and label the data that are later fed 

to the model. Unsupervised learning lacks outputs, as it is trained using input data 

only, and the model must determine suitable outputs on its own, based on similarities 

and patterns present in the data [4]. Reinforcement learning is something in between. 

It is a type of learning that uses a system of rewards. An agent performs actions based 

on the state of an environment, and after completing an action, or a series of actions, 

receives a reward. The agent’s role is to maximize the reward after the actions, and as 

a result, determine the best strategy to achieve its goal [5]. 

1.2 Real-time strategy games 

Real-time strategy, or RTS, is a genre of video games where all players can play 

simultaneously (in “real-time”). It is contrasted by turn-based games, where players 

take turns to perform their moves. Some popular examples of RTS games include 

StarCraft, Age of Empires, or Warcraft. 
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A typical RTS game usually contains a map with a terrain where all units are 

located. Units are assets of a player; they represent soldiers or structures used for 

various purposes. Each player then controls their units. There are usually various kinds 

of units with different abilities and weaknesses. For instance, units can differ in attack 

strength, ability to obtain resources, or movement speed. Structures are traditionally 

used for producing more soldier units, but they are unable to move. 

The primary role of a player is to issue commands to their units to defeat opposing 

players. They can achieve this using a set of actions, such as movement, attack, harvest 

(obtaining resources), or production. Actions and unit types can differ, depending on 

the specific strategy game, although the game’s main objective remains the same: 

defeat the opponent’s units. 

RTS games pose many challenges for players. The main one is, as already 

mentioned, the complexity of the game, where strategy needs to be applied, and the 

player must think about the future outcome of each move. In some games, the factor 

of incomplete information is given, where a player does not have the view of the whole 

map (usually called “fog of war” where only a part of the map is shown to a player, 

and the rest is covered in “the fog”). In this case, the player might not know all of the 

surrounding terrain, opponent actions, number of units, or a location of resources. This 

is called a partially observable game (contrasted by fully observable, where the player 

can see the whole map). The player must also be focused on a long-term reward, not 

just an instant one. Like the game of chess, in RTS games, the long-term outcome is 

usually more important than a short-term plan (for example, killing one enemy instead 

of building an army to attack an enemy base). 

1.2.1 Micromanagement vs. macromanagement 

Related to playing RTS games, there are two main aspects of the game strategy. 

Micromanagement and macromanagement. 

Micromanagement of units is an essential part of gameplay. It focuses on the 

microlevels of the game, where the player must control many different types of units 

and their combinations. The cooperation of the units is an especially challenging part. 

As it turns out, good micromanaging skills are a crucial part of winning strategy in 

RTS games [6]. 

Macromanagement, or the strategy of the macro-level, is another aspect of the 

game. Here, a player no longer focuses on units as individuals but the game as a whole: 
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expanding territory, producing units (and therefore expanding an army), and achieving 

long-term goals.  

Artificial intelligence seems to be very good at macromanagement of the game, 

based on the research conducted on this topic. Although, micromanagement appears 

to be a much bigger challenge for AI [6]. It introduces too many variables and ever-

changing conditions and combinations. 

1.2.2 Existing models for playing RTS games 

There have been many approaches towards developing an AI that can play RTS 

games with a reasonable success rate (usually measured as a number of victories out 

of a number of games played). Many AIs are working with data gathered from humans 

playing the game. Such data are easily accessible for some well-known RTS games, 

like StarCraft. This data contains enough information to replay the whole game played 

by humans, which means that they can be used as training data for AIs. Many models 

have exploited this idea, for instance, Replay-based strategy prediction for StarCraft 

games [7]. 

Another relatively successful approach is reinforcement learning with a reward 

function, where an AI learns by exploring different alternatives and tries to maximize 

its reward. This model has been proposed in [8], where experiments have shown a 

winning rate in more complex conditions of BattleCity game to be 60-80% and over 

90% in simplified conditions. 

1.3 MicroRTS 

Although RTS games are popular for research purposes, the number of open 

interfaces for real games is very low. MicroRTS is a small implementation of an RTS 

game designed to perform AI research [2]. It cannot fully replace real RTS games, as 

it provides only a minimalistic user interface and lacks many of the complex 

mechanisms that real games possess. Still, it does provide basic capabilities and should 

be sufficient for most study purposes. The advantage of using MicroRTS, as opposed 

to using a real game like Starcraft, is that MicroRTS is much simpler, and we can 

quickly test theoretical ideas before moving on to real RTS games.  

MicroRTS is deterministic, real-time, and allows fully observable or partially 

observable game configuration. It also provides multiple implementations of different 
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AIs as part of its own implementation for testing and performance comparison. Some 

examples are Monte Carlo tree search or Minimax algorithm implementations. 

MicroRTS has been used in multiple research papers. The result of one of such 

researches is the so-called PuppetSearch, a new framework for adversarial search that 

reduces the search space by using scripts that can expose choice points to a look-ahead 

search procedure [9]. 

 

Figure 1: MicroRTS user interface with a description of defined units and buildings, source: [2] 

MicroRTS provides a very basic and simple interface for playing a simulation of an 

RTS game. It includes different types of units with different abilities (see Figure 1) 

and the possibility of implementing custom units with desired characteristics. 

MicroRTS also allows redefinition of other parameters: the size of a map, starting 

positioning, the maximum length of the game, computing time for each turn, etc.  

A predefined base class for each AI allows a fast and straightforward setup of a new 

model. Each AI in the project inherits this class, and therefore it is fairly easy to test 

AIs against each other as they have unified structures. The most important method of 

each AI class is the getAction() method, which returns a list of actions performed by 

the player during each turn. AIs have access to the game state – terrain, units, and their 

positions on the map, and should behave according to this information. MicroRTS 
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comes with a few already implemented AIs specifically for testing purposes (can be 

seen in Table 1).  

Name of the AI Description 

Random Behaves fully randomly. Each turn, it chooses random action for 

each unit. 

RandomBiased Similar to Random, but it prioritizes attack against move action. 

NaiveMCTS Monte Carlo tree-search-based AI. Uses computational budget to 

limit the duration of a turn. 

InformedNaiveMCTS Similar to MCTS, but it exploits prior information about the game in 

the form of a probability distribution of actions [10]. Uses 

computational budget. 

IDRTMinimax Implements alpha-beta search. Uses computational budget. 

Table 1: Description of AIs implemented in MicroRTS project 

1.4 Evolutionary algorithms 

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are algorithms that are based on the biological 

evolutionary theory of Charles Darwin. EAs use mechanisms of crossover, mutation, 

and selection in an attempt to create the best individual throughout multiple 

generations. These individuals represent the candidate solutions to the task at hand. 

The quality of each candidate is measured using the fitness function – a function that 

assigns each individual a number that expresses how good the individual is.  

EAs were designed for solving optimization tasks. The goal of EA is to keep 

increasing the fitness of the population with each generation until an optimal solution 

is reached. Therefore, we can speak about the optimization (maximization) of the 

fitness function. EAs can also be perceived as Markov chains, as current generation 

𝑡 depends only on the previous 𝑡 − 1 generation. 

Some of the advantages of EAs are easy parallelization and the ability to escape 

local extremes. They are widely used to solve optimization problems with excellent 

results [11].  

EAs have been previously introduced as a way to solve single-objective 

optimization problems. However, many research papers have been published in recent 

years to adjust EAs for multi-objective problems as well [12]. 

1.4.1 Simple genetic algorithm 

In a genetic algorithm (GA), each individual in a population is a candidate solution 

to a problem, also called a genotype. These individuals are most commonly represented 

as arrays of fixed-size bits, although other data types can be used as well. The genetic 
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algorithm solves a single-objective optimization problem. A single-objective 

optimization aims to find the best solution for a problem based on a specific criterion 

or metric, such as execution time [13]. 

Simple single-objective GA 

1. Initiate random population of candidates of size S 

Repeat until a maximum number of epochs has been reached or the best candidate 

has been found: 

2. Evaluate fitness function for each candidate 

3. Selection: Select the best candidates (parents) for reproduction 

4. Crossover: Create new candidates from parents 

5. Mutation: Mutate children 

6. Select a new population of size S 

 

The above-described algorithm shows the structure of simple GA. Specifics of each 

step depend on the problem itself. Crossover and mutation parts of the algorithm are 

called genetic operators. They are a crucial part of the algorithm as they are changing 

and evolving populations, exploring possible solutions to the optimization problem. 

The implementation depends on the representation of individuals. Probably the most 

important part when designing GA is the choice of a fitness function. 

1.4.2 Crossover and selection 

The role of the crossover operator is to combine genetic information of individuals 

to create a new solution, with the hope that it inherits good qualities from its parents. 

The usual number of parents is two, but in some cases, more parents can be used, or 

even one parent (called asexual reproduction, which is done by simply copying the 

parent).  

There are multiple ways how to choose parents for crossover. One common way is 

tournament selection, where groups of candidates are chosen randomly, and from this 

group, the best candidate is picked according to fitness. 

Another method of choosing parents is a roulette-wheel selection, where its fitness 

value gives the probability of being selected for each candidate. Therefore, the 

candidates with higher fitness values have a bigger probability of being chosen, but 
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even lower evaluated candidates have some chance to reproduce. This is one way how 

to avoid getting stuck in local extremes. The probability pi of individual i from the 

population of size N with the fitness 𝑓𝑖 being picked is given by: 

𝑝𝑖 =
𝑓𝑖

∑ 𝑓𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=1

 

When fitness values of individuals are too similar (so that the roulette-wheel 

selection would have almost the same probability of selection for each individual) 

alternatively, rank selection can be used. Instead of using fitness directly, each 

individual is assigned a rank according to their fitness. The higher-ranked individuals 

have a higher chance of being chosen.  

After choosing parents for crossover, there are different ways how to create 

offspring (Figure 2). Following are the most common types used: 

1. Single-point (One-point) crossover: Single recombination point is randomly 

chosen, dividing both parents into two segments. These segments are then 

swapped, creating two new individuals.  

2. Two-point crossover: Two points of recombination are chosen, and segments 

between these two points are swapped between parents. 

3. K-point crossover: Similar to single-point and two-point crossover, but using 

k points to establish segments of parents to be swapped.  

4. Uniform crossover: Each bit has the same probability of being swapped. That 

means that for each bit of a child algorithm picks one parent at random to take 

the bit from, given by probability p.  

Figure 2: Different kinds of crossover, source: [14] 
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1.4.3 Mutation 

Mutation of children typically occurs right after crossover. It is used to avoid 

duplicities and maintain diversity in a population.  

For EA, it is essential to maintain the diversity of the population, as the loss of 

diversity often leads to premature convergence, so the algorithm gets stuck in a local 

optimum. A mutation is vital in order to discover new, not yet encountered solutions 

that might not be taken into consideration otherwise. Similar to crossover, a mutation 

has some variations: 

1. Bit flip mutation: One or more bits are randomly selected and flipped. 

2. Swap mutation: Two bits are chosen and swapped. 

3. Inversion mutation: The subarray of an individual is selected and inverted.  

1.4.4 Exploration vs. exploitation 

Balancing exploration and exploitation is a very crucial part of evolutionary 

algorithms. Exploration, or discovering of a search space, is supported mainly through 

randomly generating population and later with offspring’s mutation, typically after 

crossover. Exploitation is part of the crossover process, where the new individual 

inherits attributes of its parents (the already discovered solutions should persist to the 

next generation if they are good enough). The problem could arise if the randomness 

of the algorithm is too high, and reasonable solutions are removed due to this. That 

can happen when the probability of mutation is too high, or parent selection is too 

random, so the good members of the population produce no offspring. On the other 

hand, if too little randomness is introduced, and the focus is switched to maintaining 

all good members of the population, with no or minimal mutation, the algorithm does 

not learn anything new and converges too soon. The key to balancing this is finding 

the optimal parameters for selection and genetic operators. 

1.4.5 Genetic programming 

According to [15], genetic programming (or GP) is an extension of the genetic 

algorithm. However, instead of candidate solutions being represented as bit arrays, 

they are represented as executable programs. These programs do not represent 

solutions themselves but are able to find a solution upon execution. Therefore, the 
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algorithm explores the space of computer programs. Concepts of selection, mutation, 

and crossover are applied similarly to classical genetic algorithms. 

The most frequently used representations for programs are decision trees [16]. A 

set of functions and terminals must be selected for the trees. The functions are typically 

arithmetic or boolean operators (but not limited to). The terminals usually represent 

features of the task. These trees can also be represented using prefix notation.  

Cartesian genetic programming uses the representation of acyclic directed graphs. 

Graphs are represented as two-dimensional grids of nodes. The individuals in a 

population then describe what functions the nodes perform on the data and the number 

and direction of inputs and outputs of the nodes. The number of nodes can also differ 

for each individual. Functions for the nodes are chosen from a user-defined set of 

functions [17]. 

Another possible representation of the program is a set of rules. The rules usually 

have a form of IF-THEN [18]. For example: 

𝐼𝐹 (𝑓1(𝑥1)) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 (𝑓2(𝑥2)) …  𝐴𝑁𝐷 (𝑓𝑛(𝑥𝑛))  𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 𝐴𝐶𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 

Where 𝑥𝑖  (1 ≤  𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) are features of the data, and 𝑓𝑖 are functions applied to the 

features with either true or false return values. These rules can be used for classification 

(where ACTION would be an assignment to a class).  

1.5 Artificial neural network 

Artificial neural networks, or ANNs, are another technology inspired by nature. In 

this case, a human brain. ANNs try to simulate biological neural networks by having 

a similar structure and using interconnected neurons as computational units. 

ANNs can detect patterns and relationships in training data and learn through 

experience. This experience is gained by exposing the network to data, which is 

achieved through training. ANNs can deal with multidimensional data (multiple 

features) more effectively than other, more traditional, computational techniques [19]. 

A disadvantage of using an artificial network is the need for an extensive set of training 

data. Usually, the more training data are used, the better predictions ANN provides. 
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1.5.1 Perceptron 

Perceptron is a model of a single-layer neural network containing one neuron. A 

neuron can have multiple inputs but produces only one output. Input signals of the 

neuron have assigned weights. The weighted sum of input values of a neuron is 

processed using an activation function into an output (Figure 3). The activation 

function is usually non-linear, and the most commonly used functions are Sigmoid or 

ReLU (Rectified linear unit). 

 

Figure 3: Perceptron model, source: [20] 

Using activation function f, inputs 𝑥𝑖  (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚) and input weights 𝑤𝑖, the output 

𝑦 of a neuron is computed as follows: 

𝑦 = 𝑓(∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1
) 

The perceptron model can be used to solve linearly separable problems. However, 

for more complex problems, a single neuron is not sufficient. 

1.5.2 Multilayer Perceptron 

The solution to the problem of linearly inseparable data is a multilayer perceptron 

neural network (MLP). It contains multiple perceptron units ordered into layers, as can 

be seen in Figure 4. It contains an input layer that accepts an input vector, hidden 

layers, and an output layer that produces the result of the network calculation. This 

network is a feed-forward network, which means that its structure is a direct acyclic 

graph. 
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The model can be trained using a back-propagation algorithm that configures the 

network parameters using the training data. Training data consists of inputs and desired 

output pairs, which means that the training of such a network using this algorithm must 

be supervised. MLP networks have been successfully used for solving multiple 

different tasks. 

 

Figure 4: Multilayer perceptron, source: [21] 

1.6 Neuroevolution 

In the previous chapters, we defined and explained neural networks and 

evolutionary algorithms. This chapter will talk about neuroevolution (NE), which uses 

evolutionary algorithms to build neural networks. There are multiple algorithms for 

NE, which can be separated into two main categories – algorithms adjusting 

parameters of the neural network and algorithms that also augment the topology of the 

neural network.  

Using a network of fixed topology is the traditional approach of NE, where the goal 

is to find the optimal weights of the neural connections. Topology needs to be therefore 

chosen beforehand and cannot be adjusted during the learning process. However, this 

limits the search space of the evolution significantly, and the result depends on the 

choices of the user before the learning even starts. 

There have been many discussions regarding the purpose of evolving topologies of 

the network as well as its weights. Many argue that additional variables would make 

the algorithm run longer with very little additional value. A persuasive argument for 

evolving topologies comes from Graueu [22]. He states that evolving both structure 

and weights of a network can be more effective. Using this approach, we find the 

topology that fits the problem at hand, in contrast to trying to run the algorithm for 
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fixed topology for multiple structures that might or might not be the best match for the 

task.  

That is also one of the main reasons we will focus on a topology augmentation 

rather than fixed topology neuroevolution. Given the nature of the problem (and its 

variations, as we are using multiple different AI opponents), it is easier to leave the 

choice of the network topology to the algorithm rather than trying multiple options. 

1.7 Topology and weight augmenting neural networks 

Topology and weight augmenting neural networks, or TWEANNs, are networks 

used for neuroevolution. Specifically, they allow adjustment of their weight and 

topologies. There are multiple ways how to represent these networks. The most 

common are: 

1. Binary encoding: Bit string represents the connection matrix of the network. 

This can be very inefficient in memory use, as the weight matrix grows 

significantly with the increasing number of nodes. However, simple bit 

representation allows EA to be used in the usual way without many adjustments. 

2. Graph encoding: Representation using graph structure, for example, list of 

neuron connections with its assigned weights. 

The evolution of TWEANNs poses few challenges. One of the issues is a 

permutation problem – multiple topologies can be generated, that although different in 

structure (representation), are logically equal, which can cause damaged offspring as 

a result. Another problem is that when adding a new structure into the network, it can 

cause a significant fitness decrease, especially when the weights of the structure are 

not yet adjusted. This decrease can be only temporary, but given the nature of EA, the 

network might be removed from the population before it gets a chance to evolve 

(problem of protecting innovation).  

Researchers usually do not use a crossover operator with TWEANNs, as it is hard 

to implement and can easily breed invalid (non-working) networks. 

1.8 Neuroevolution of augmenting topologies 

Neuroevolution of augmenting topologies, or NEAT, is a method of evolving 

TWEANNs introduced by Kenneth O. Stanley and Risto Miikkulainen [23]. It 
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addresses the problem of protecting innovation and provides a somewhat effective 

approach to augmenting a neural network. The following sections describe the NEAT 

model as defined by the publication.  

1.8.1 Genetic encoding 

Representation of an individual from the population (or genome) of NEAT is shown 

in Figure 5. Individual consists of the following variables: 

1. List of neurons/nodes. 

2. List of node connections consisting of input node, an output node, the weight 

of the connection, state (if the connection is enabled or not), and innovation 

number, which we discuss more closely in the following sections. 

 

Figure 5: Representation of the NEAT genome, source: [23] 

1.8.2 Mutation 

An operator of the mutation can cause changes in two ways: it can change the 

weight of the node connection or change the structure of the network. Network 

structure can be adjusted in the following ways: 

1. Adding a connection: Connects two previously unconnected nodes and assigns 

a random weight to the connection. 

2. Adding a node: One of the existing connections between two nodes is split into 

two, and a new node is added between them, connecting them. 
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Using a mutation results in a growing size of networks. According to [23], this 

method of adding new nodes was chosen to avoid an initial setback of the mutation, as 

described by protecting innovation problem. 

1.8.3 Crossover 

Usually, when using TWEANNs, the crossover is neglected because of its 

complexity and permutation problem. NEAT addresses this issue with the use of 

historical markings.  

Whenever a new gene appears, the global innovation number is incremented and 

assigned to the gene. This way, the genes with the same historical origin must represent 

the same structure since they have the same origin. The historical markings never 

change; they are assigned at the first appearance of the gene and are kept until the gene 

disappears.  

During the crossover, the child inheriting a given gene keeps the historical marking 

of the gene untouched. The genes of both parents with matching historical markings 

are lined up and chosen from at random. Non-matching genes are either disjoint (when 

the gene is within the range of matching genes) or excess (when it is outside the range), 

and the child inherits these from the more fit parent, or at random when the value of 

fitness for both parents is the same.   

1.8.4 Speciation  

NEAT also addresses the problem of protecting innovation. It divides networks into 

groups, niches that have the same or similar characteristics, allowing networks to 

compete only within these specified groups. This approach, called speciation, allows 

networks that are not fully developed yet to be protected, at least for a certain amount 

of time, until the rest of the group develops. 

Networks are divided by their topologies, using historical markings. The idea is that 

the more disjoint the genes are, the less history they share (therefore, the less 

probability of them being the same species). We can measure compatibility distance 

𝛿 of two networks using the following equation: 

𝛿 =  
𝑐1𝐸

𝑁
+

𝑐2𝐷

𝑁
+ 𝑐3 ∙ �̅� 
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Where 𝐸 and 𝐷 are the numbers of excess and disjoint genes of the networks, �̅� is 

an average difference of weights for matching genes, and 𝑐1, 𝑐2 and 𝑐3 are coefficients 

used for adjusting the priority of each attribute.  

Using speciation, the fitness of the network must include information of others in 

its niche. This is achieved using Goldberg and Richardson explicit fitness sharing [24]: 

𝑓𝑖
′ =

𝑓𝑖

∑ 𝑠ℎ(𝛿(𝑖, 𝑗))𝑁
𝑗=1

 

Where 𝑓𝑖 is a regular value of fitness for network 𝑖, 𝛿(𝑖, 𝑗) is a distance between two 

networks 𝑖 and 𝑗, and function 𝑠ℎ(𝑑) is defined as: 

 

𝑠ℎ(𝑑 = 𝛿(𝑖, 𝑗)) {
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑑 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑  

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
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2 RTS task description 

As we mentioned already in the previous chapter, we are using the MicroRTS tool 

to simulate the RTS game. Hence, the task is to implement AI that can play these game 

simulations on a reasonable level. The primary metric of this is the number of wins 

from a sufficient number of games played, determined during testing after 

implementing and training a model. 

These games are played against a set of AIs that were already described in 1.3: 

Random, RandomBiased, InformedNaiveMCTS, NaiveMCTS, and IDRTMinimax. 

These AIs have been chosen because of the variety of game strategies, time of the 

game (in order to train the model, we need many playthroughs, therefore minimizing 

time is essential), and easy access, given by the fact that implementations are already 

provided by MicroRTS project. Two of these AIs are real-time (Random and 

RandomBiased), which means that each turn is played without extra time for 

computation of the move, unlike budget-based AIs (the rest of the set).  

The game’s UI consists of a square map (16x16 possible positions by default), 

where each tile can contain exactly one unit or be empty. When the tile is empty, that 

means that any unit can move on that position, or any structure (that is also a type of 

unit) can be built there. The players can own all units, except for resources, which have 

no owner, but any player can harvest them. Table 3 specifies actions used to command 

the units, and Table 2 depicts different kinds of units and their characteristics that are 

used in our simulations. 

There are six basic actions for the units. Not every action is available for each unit 

type (see Table 2 for details). These basic actions are attack – unit attacks an enemy, 

produce – creates new units, return – returns unit to its Base, harvest – allows gaining 

resources, move – changes the location of the unit, and none– empty action, unit does 

nothing. 

Unit name Characteristics Hitpoints 

Resource It cannot be owned by players but can be harvested (that means any 

unit capable of harvesting can take part of the resource that it can 

carry and use it later). 

- 

Base Structure. It can produce Worker type units when given the resources 

(other units must harvest the resources and bring them to Base).  

10 
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Worker Can attack other units and structures (range 1), can harvest, move and 

produce Bases and Barracks. 

1 

Barracks Structure. It can produce Light, Heavy and Ranged types of units 

given the resources. 

4 

Light Can attack (range 1) and move in a higher speed.  4 

Heavy Can attack (range 1) and move. 8 

Ranged Can attack from bigger distances (range 3) and move. 1 

Table 2: Description of units in MicroRTS 

Action Parameters Description 

ATTACK  x, y Attack unit at location with coordinates x, y. 

PRODUCE UnitType, 

Direction 

Produce a new unit of UnitType in the given direction (the 

new unit will appear in that direction relative to the unit that is 

producing it). 

RETURN Direction Return to Base in the given direction. 

HARVEST Direction Harvest resource, that is located at the given direction. 

MOVE Direction Move in the given direction. 

NONE  Empty action, do nothing. 

Table 3: Description of actions in MicroRTS 

A name and its parameters define each available action. The name describes the 

specific action for one unit; parameters specify the action itself more closely. For 

example, suppose we choose to command a specific Worker unit to perform action 

Harvest(direction = left). In that case, the Worker will harvest resources (if available) 

on the left tile from its position. Similarly, if we command Base unit to 

Produce(unitType = Worker, direction = right), Base will create a new Worker unit 

from its resources and place it on the right tile from its position.  

At the beginning of the game, each player starts with one Worker unit and one Base 

unit (containing 5 resources that can be already used for production). Four resources 

are stationed on the map as well but do not belong to any of the players. During the 

game, both players take turns in playing actions. Turn consists of assigning actions to 

specific units (owned by the given player), and these actions will be executed after the 

assignment. The game is finished when one of the players loses all units. The second 

player is, therefore, a winner. The game has a maximum number of turns, and if none 

of the players manages to win within this limit, it is considered a draw, and there is no 

winner.  
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The specific task at hand is to find AI that can assign actions to its units in each turn 

so that it wins as many games as possible – that means, kill all enemy units before the 

maximum number of turns is reached.  
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3 Models implementation 

This chapter will discuss details of the two implementations of this task – genetic 

programming and the NEAT model. These models have different training and learning 

methods, but representations of the game states and top-level actions are the same, so 

we describe those first. 

3.1 Game state representation 

During an assignment of action to the unit, the decision has to be based on a current 

state of the game – what is currently happening on the map. That brings a problem of 

how to optimally represent this state. We are using a 16x16 size of map during our 

simulations, which is 256 tiles that are either empty or contain a unit. This number 

changes when we switch the map size to a bigger number, and the model we have 

trained using the smaller map with 256 inputs would be unusable. Another problem is 

that not every unit cares what is happening on the other side of the map, and the 

information about the whole map can be easily redundant. That is why we are using 

relative values with regard to the current unit in question. 

The state is represented by the number of variables assigned with bool values. Every 

unit has its own set of these variables (referred to as unit state), as we want to know 

only important information relative to the specific unit. Given this state, we can 

evaluate the correct course of action for this unit. There are 25 variables in the unit 

state. These variables are very top-level and do not include any directions or 

coordinates, as this would significantly grow the number of information. Table 4 is 

the table of unit state variables with their descriptions.  

Unit state variable Description 

HAVE_RESOURCES True if the unit has some resources at its disposal 

(it can spend them on produce action). 

CARRY_RESOURCES True if the unit is carrying some resources. 

RESOURCE_CLOSE True if the resource is nearby (distance 1). 

RESOURCE_REACHABLE True if there is a free path to the closest resource 

(there are no other units or obstacles in the way). 

BASE_CLOSE True if Base is nearby. 

BASE_REACHABLE True if there is a free path to the Base.  
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EMPTY_AROUND True if there is no entity around the unit. 

SAFE_AROUND True, if there are no enemies nearby. 

AM_STRONG True if the unit’s hp is bigger than 1. 

ENEMY_CLOSE True if some enemy unit is nearby. 

ENEMY_REACHABLE True if there is a free path to the closest enemy 

unit. 

SURROUNDED True if there is more than 1 enemy unit nearby. 

ENEMY_BASE_REACHABLE True if there is a free path to the enemy Base. 

ENEMY_BASE_CLOSE True if enemy Base is nearby. 

WALL_AROUND True if there is at least one wall nearby of the 

unit (unit is on the side of the map). 

IN_CORNER True, if the unit is in the corner of the map. 

FRIEND_CLOSE True if some friend unit is nearby. 

FRIEND_REACHABLE True if there is a free path to the closest friend 

unit. 

OVERPOWERED True if there are more enemy units than our 

units. 

HAVE_BARRACKS True if we have at least one Barrack. 

ENEMY_HAVE_BARRACKS True if the enemy has at least one Barrack. 

ENEMY_BARRACKS_CLOSE True if there is some enemy barrack nearby. 

ENEMY_BARRACKS_REACHABLE True if there is a free path to the closest enemy 

Barrack. 

BARRACKS_CLOSE True if there is some barrack nearby. 

BARRACKS_REACHABLE True if there is a free path to the closest Barrack. 

Table 4: Unit state variables description 

Additionally, the unit state also specifies for what type of unit this state is relevant. 

So instead of just relative surroundings of the unit, we also state what type of unit we 

are talking about. 

3.2 Abstract actions representation 

The previously mentioned representation of the game state, stored in a map, is 

straightforward to feed to a model (just simple bool, or 0/1 values in a vector). 

However, these variables would be almost impossible to transform to the correct 

action. Low-level actions have parameters like x and y coordinates or directions. These 

values are not used to describe the state. Therefore there is a need to redefine actions 

to suit this approach better as well.  
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Table 5 shows the definitions of abstract actions build on top of the existing actions. 

Detailed descriptions of its parameters can be found in Table 6. 

 

Abstract 

action 

Parameters Description 

Attack enemyEntity Attack given enemyEntity if it is in range (determine 

the direction). If it is not in range, move toward 

closest enemyEntity. 

Produce unit Produce given unit in some empty direction. 

Return - Return to Base (determine the direction). 

Harvest - Harvest the nearest resource, or move in the direction 

of the nearest resource. 

Move entity, movementType Move into the direction or away from the given entity 

(as defined by type). 

None - Do nothing. 

Table 5: Abstract (top-level) actions description 

Parameter type Valid values 

entity NONE - empty tile, 

WALL - border of the map, 

ENEMY - any unit belonging to the opponent, 

FRIEND - any unit belonging to me, 

ENEMY_BASE - Base belonging to the opponent, 

MY_BASE - Base belonging to me, 

RESOURCE 

enemyEntity ENEMY, ENEMY_BASE 

unit Base, Worker, Barracks, Light, Heavy, Ranged 

movementType TO_ENTITY, FROM_ENTITY 

Table 6: Description of abstract action parameters 

This definition of actions is used to correspond to state definition and to create as 

general an approach as possible (independent of map size and with very low 

dependency to unit types – as this information is used only for Produce action). 

3.3 Fitness evaluation 

The problem of RTS is that it does not give us specific information of what action 

is the best in some given moment/state. Therefore, we cannot use supervised learning 
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with pairs of input and output data, as there is no one best choice. For the training of 

the model, we are going to use reinforcement learning for this very reason. 

To teach the model how to behave, it must undergo an actual simulation of the game 

to be able to determine how good it is (receive a reward for its performance). This 

simulation against specified opponent AI is done during fitness evaluation. After the 

simulation is completed, using the statistics of this game, the fitness is calculated. This 

number is a reward/punishment for our model because it determines the quantitative 

evaluation of the game – how well did our model perform. The model then tries to 

maximize this function. It is calculated in the following way:  

 

 

𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐(𝑝) =  {

𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐 + 𝐵𝐼𝐺_𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑇

𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑖𝑓 𝑝 𝑖𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟

𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐

𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
 

 

𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐 = 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑝 −  𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑜 + 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑝 + ℎ𝑝𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑝 + (ℎ𝑝𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑝 ∙ 𝑐) 

 

𝑝 = 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝐼 𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 

𝑜 = 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝐼 

𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑝 , 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑜 = 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝒃𝒚 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑝/𝑜 

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑝 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑝 

ℎ𝑝𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑝 = ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑝 

ℎ𝑝𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑝 = ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑝 

𝑐 = 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠, 𝑤𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐 = 10 

𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 

𝐵𝐼𝐺_𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑇 = 𝑤𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑠 30 000 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠  

 

This fitness calculation was chosen to satisfy the following criteria and rules of the 

game: 

1. Hitpoints of all units are important because they are a measure of how long 

does the unit last in a fight (so the more hitpoints, the bigger chance of 

surviving and winning). 

2. Base hitpoints turned out to be the most critical value because of Base’s 

ability to create more Workers (who are the only units capable of harvesting). 
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3. Damage that a player causes is a sign of fulfilling the objective of the game.  

4. Damage done to the player is a setback, as it requires the replacement of the 

killed units and makes fulfilling the objective more complicated (fewer units, 

less attack power). 

5. Production of the units is not necessary for the fitness (as tests in the next 

chapter showed), but it does help to balance out the damage that was done to 

the units. 

Other variations of point calculation that will be tested in the next chapter: 

 

𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑝 + ℎ𝑝𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑝 + (ℎ𝑝𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑝 ∙ 𝑐) 

 

𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝 +  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑝 +  ℎ𝑝𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑝 + (ℎ𝑝𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑝 ∙ 𝑐)  

ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝 =  amount of resources harvested by player p 

In order to calculate this defined fitness, the game needs to be executed to gain the 

statistics needed (hitpoints of units at the end of the game, number of resources 

harvested, etc.). These executions are very costly for performance and time. In order 

to minimize time spend and use the computer’s performance more efficiently, we use 

parallelization of fitness evaluation (so the multiple individuals can be evaluated 

simultaneously). 

3.4 Genetic programming algorithm 

One of the possible solutions to the given task is using genetic programming (GP). 

The program is represented as a list of conditions. With the definitions of State and 

Abstract actions, we can define the condition: 

IF partialState is a subset of realState  

THEN perform an abstractAction 

Where realState is the current state of the game in a given moment, containing all 

unit state variables assigned with Boolean values reflecting the state of the game. The 

partialState is a desired state by the condition but does not need to specify all the 

variables of the unit state. It is, therefore, a subset of unit state variables with specified 

Boolean values reflecting the desired game state (might differ from assigned values of 
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realState). The abstractAction is a top-level action that was defined in the previous 

section. An example of the condition can be as follows: 

IF 𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆 =  { CARRY_RESOURCES = true AND BASE_CLOSE = false } is a subset of realState THEN Return() 

Where partialState is defined by two unit state variables with assigned values, and 

realState depends on the current state of the game (changes for each unit and time). 

Return() is the action performed if the condition holds. 

These conditions are used as genomes to be evolved by the training algorithm. The 

final trained AI will therefore have a list of conditions on which it will base its 

decisions. The process of evaluation during a specific realState of a game for some 

specific unit is simple: 

1. Iterate over a list of conditions from top to bottom, and calculate the priority 

number for each condition. The priority number defines how much the 

condition’s partialState matches the realState; the higher the number, the 

better match. This number is calculated as a number of variables in 

partialState that matches realState variables, divided by the number of all 

variables in partialState. 

2. Order conditions according to a priority number in descending order and 

remove conditions with 0 priority. 

3. Iterate over sorted non-zero priority conditions and choose the first one that 

can be executed for a given unit (there is no guarantee that top priority 

condition’s action can be performed by the unit, so the check needs to be 

done here). 

3.4.1 Algorithm 

The algorithm itself corresponds in structure to a classical genetic programming 

algorithm. The only differences are adjustments for the problem specification: 

Initialize population: Create a given number of candidates randomly 

For a given number of generations: 

 Evaluate fitness of each candidate 

 Crossover: Create children from candidates using a tournament  

 Mutation: Mutate all children and evaluate their fitness 

 From current candidates and their children select the best candidates as a new  

generation 
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3.4.2 Genetic operators 

Mutation and crossover operators are used during training to evolve the population 

of programs (lists of conditions). The mutation operator is very straightforward: it 

mutates the condition of an individual with a given probability. If the condition is 

chosen to be mutated, mutate function have the following options (with equal 

probabilities): 

1. Mutate partialState parameter: remove it, flip bool value (or change the unit 

parameter from the available set of values), or add a new parameter to a list. 

2. Mutate abstractAction: choose randomly new action and adjust action 

parameters accordingly. 

The crossover operator uses tournament selection to choose a pair of parents that 

will breed offspring. Both parents have the same number of conditions in their indexed 

lists. When parents are chosen, the recombination is done as follows: 

1. For each index of condition lists, choose a condition from one of the parents 

at random. 

2. Copy all these chosen conditions to offspring (it will have the same number 

of conditions as both parents). 

3.5 Genetic programming with strategy 

Until now, we were talking only about the model for a specific unit, with the input 

data and decision of action relative to that one specific unit. This model does not cover 

the global strategy of the player. It depends only on the isolated decisions of each unit. 

We would like to have all units share a single strategy for the given global state of the 

game. We can achieve it by adding an AI on top of all the units. With this addition, we 

want to give our model an idea about long-term goals, for example, producing an army. 

This goal should be shared across all units and influence them in their decisions. This 

model will adjust the actions we get for the specific unit of the basic GP model.  

The training of this additional model is done alongside our existing model. The 

candidate solutions then consist of two lists: unit conditions list (from the basic GP 

model) and strategy conditions list. The training of unit conditions is done in the same 

way as for the basic model. The conditions of strategy have the following form: 
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IF partialGlobalState is a subset of realGlobalState  

THEN adjust priorities of abstractActions list accordingly, using  

actionPriorityList and producePriorityList.  

Where realGlobalState is a list of ratios between both players. This state is 

supposed to reflect how well AI is doing during the game compared to the opponent. 

The ratios are calculated by the following formula: 

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  f(
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝐴𝐼 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 +  1

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝐼 +  1
 −  1) 

Where function 𝑓 transforms the ratio number into one value from the set {less, 

equal, more}, in the following way, where 𝑡 is a tolerance, set to 0.05 for our algorithm: 

𝑓(𝑥) = {

𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠     𝑖𝑓 (𝑥 +  𝑡)  <  0
  𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙                                        𝑖𝑓 (𝑥 +  𝑡)  >  0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑥 −  𝑡)  <  0
  𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒    𝑖𝑓 (𝑥 −  𝑡)  >  0

 

The realState contains the following variables/ratios (which replace the elements in 

the formula): 

1. Ratios for each unit type between numbers of units of both players (number of 

enemy units of one type divided by the number of our units of the same type). 

2. The ratio of Base hitpoints. 

3. The ratio of resources (that players have at their disposal). 

4. The ratio of resources being carried by the units. 

The partialGlobalState is simply a subset of these ratio variables with assigned 

values (similar to partialState for the basic model), representing a desired global state 

by the condition. 

It is important to note that this global state does not change for each unit. In the 

given turn of the game, all units share exactly the same global state.  

The abstractActions is a list of possible unit actions with the assigned priorities 

after evaluating unit state using basic conditions of the GP model. Adjustment of the 

condition priorities is made using two lists: actionPriorityList and 

producePriorityList. The actionPriorityList is an ordered list that contains all basic 

actions (without parameters), as defined in Table 5. Based on this, actions that are 
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lower in the list should get higher priority than actions higher in the list. Similarly, the 

list producePriorityList contains an ordered list of unit types, as defined in Table 2.  

For each produce action in the abstractActions, priority is adjusted accordingly.  

Genetic operators work with the strategy model in a similar way to the basic one. 

There is no change to the crossover operator (it picks random conditions from both 

parents). The mutation operator has a few options on how to mutate strategy conditions 

(with equal probabilities): 

1. Mutate partialGlobalState: Remove one of the variables, change the value of 

one randomly chosen variable, or add a new value. 

2. Mutate actionPriorityList: Randomly choose two positions in the list and switch 

actions. 

3. Mutate producePriorityList: Randomly choose two positions in the list and 

switch units. 

With this, we can summarise the algorithm with the addition of strategy, given unit 

state and global state: 

1. Run basic genetic algorithm from the previous section – output of this is 

abstractActions list containing actions with assigned priorities for the specific 

unit. 

2. Choose the one best matching strategy condition (based on global state). 

3. Using actionPriorityList and producePriorityList of the chosen condition, 

adjust priorities from top to bottom of the abstractActions and sort it in 

descending order. Adjustment of priorities only scales up the priority number 

(this scaling cannot result in 0 values). Specifically, for each action in 

abstractActions, update the priority 𝑝, if the action is not Produce: 

𝑝 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  𝑝 ∙ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

Where, 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡, 𝑥) is a function returning the index of the 𝑥 in the 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡, with 

indexing starting at 1. If the action is Produce, also take producePriorityList 

into account using: 

𝑝 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  𝑝 ∙

(𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + (
𝑁𝑎

𝑁𝑝 
∙ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, action))

2
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Where 𝑁𝑎 is a size of actionPriorityList and 𝑁𝑝 is a size of producePriorityList. 

4. Iterate over an adjusted list of actions and choose the first one that can be 

executed for a given unit. 

This adjustment of the action priorities causes that units share the same goal in the 

given moment but still allows them to behave according to their surroundings and react 

at the micro-level. For example, when the top action in the priority list is Harvest, all 

units that can harvest would have increased priority. The global state of the game is 

evaluated once every turn.  

This is an additional functionality of the model and will be tested separately after 

testing the basic model without the strategy.  

3.6 NEAT model 

Another approach for solving the task of the RTS game is the use of neuroevolution. 

We chose the NEAT model for its popularity, simplicity, good performance, and wide 

variety of usage. The use of this model for our task is very similar to the GP model, 

with slight adjustments. 

As the Base of this model, we used implementation by Vishnu Ghosh [3]. This 

implementation includes the basic NEAT model, as described by Kenneth O. Stanley 

in [23]. The fitness evaluation of this model is done in the same way as for the genetic 

programming algorithm: running of the game and calculating fitness by the formula 

given in the previous sections.  

Unit state variables define inputs of the neural network. The network needs 25 input 

neurons with values 0 or 1 (bool), as described in Table 4. Then we are using another 

seven input neurons to tell the network type of the unit that the given state applies to. 

There are seven different types of units, and we are using a hot-one encoding (there is 

only one “1” out of seven inputs indicating unit type). Therefore we get 32 input 

neurons for each network candidate.  

The output of the networks represents action to be taken by a given unit. There are 

six basic action types with additional parameters. We are using hot-one encoding for 

action type again and similarly for the parameters. Some of these parameters are 

ignored for certain actions that do not require them, but there are output neurons for 

them nonetheless.  
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Finally, we get 24 output neurons, including the parameters: 

1. Entity: 7 options 

2. Type: 2 options 

3. Unit to produce: 7 options 

4. Enemy entity: 2 options 

Evaluation of the NEAT model during the turn of the game is very straightforward. 

Solution candidates of the NEAT are neural networks, and fitness evaluation of one 

such network goes as follows: 

1. Provide input to neural network: unit state and unit type in the correct form 

and let network calculate its output. 

2. Decode output of network into the executable action with correct parameters. 

To be more specific: 

a. The First 6 output neurons (hot-one encoding) are converted to one of 

the six basic actions (Attack, Harvest, Move, Return, Produce, None). 

The action is chosen by the neuron with the highest value (closest or 

equal to 1). 

b. In the case of Harvest, Return, or None, these actions are ready to be 

executed without additional parameters. 

In the case of Move action, the next 7 neuron outputs are converted to 

entity type and another 2 outputs to the type of the movement (to or 

from the given entity). 

In the case of Produce action, the following 7 outputs are converted to 

unit type to produce (output neurons 16 to 22). 

In the case of Attack action, the next 2 outputs are converted to enemy 

type (neurons 23 and 24). 

3. Assign action to the given unit. 

Training of the model consists of evolving parameters and topologies of networks 

(solution candidates), as described in the previous chapter, 1.8. Training finishes 

after a given number of epochs or until the best network is found.  
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4 Results of experiments for GP model 

In this chapter, we summarize the results of the testing of the genetic programming 

model. We perform multiple tests to determine how well and fast this model can be 

trained to fulfill the task of playing a real-time strategy game. In the following sections, 

we discuss different tests and results in detail. These experiments are needed to 

discover the capabilities of the model and evaluate its application to the RTS task, and 

approximate ideal parameters of the algorithm to balance the performance, speed, and 

resulting AI. The model’s training and evaluation are run on Intel Core i7 6700 (4x 3.4 

GHz + HyperThreading), 16 GB RAM, and a time per one epoch was measured using 

Intel Core i5 8250U (4 x 1.6 GHz), 8GB RAM. The maximum cycles of one game 

(played during fitness evaluation) are defined as 5000 for all experiments unless stated 

otherwise. 

It is important to note that many charts used to depict the training progression of 

the model use moving average values to remove more extensive oscillations and make 

data smoother and more readable by the human eye. These oscillations are almost 

impossible to avoid as all the training is non-deterministic. Many variables and 

decisions made during the training are also based on randomness - mutation of the 

individual is done only with a certain probability, the crossover is done using 

tournament selection, games played during fitness evaluation are initialized randomly, 

and the opponent AIs are also behaving non-deterministic. 

4.1 Population size comparison 

The size of the population is an important parameter of the algorithm as it states 

how many individuals are being evolved during each epoch. Following Figure 6 

depicts the model’s training process with 30 conditions, mutation probability of 0.18, 

moving average set to 3, with training against RandomBiased AI, a real-time AI (does 

not need an additional computational budget) for faster test runs. 

According to the results, there is no significant difference in population bigger or 

equal to 30, as it tends to maintain a similar course. Although, the difference in training 

speed is not negligible. As expected, the bigger the population, the longer it takes to 

finish one epoch, which can significantly prolong the training (especially for AIs with 

computational budgets). For example, training with a population of size 10 has, on 
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average, almost 9 seconds long epoch, while with a population of size 50, it takes 

around 31 seconds, as can be seen in Table 7. Taken all these points into consideration, 

in the following experiments for the GP model, we will be using a population of size 

from 10 to 30 candidates, primarily for performance reasons. Notice that population 

10 is able to do around 300 epochs while population 50 is able to do just around 100 

at that same amount of time. 

 

Trained against: Population 10 Population 20 Population 50 Population 100 

No budget AI (RandomBiased) 8.876s 12.925s 31.225s 54.002s 

AI with budget of 5ms 

(InformedMCTS) 
23.261s 55.826s 187.344s 220.018s 

Table 7: Average time per one epoch for different population sizes with conditions = 10 

4.2 Condition counts comparison 

Another one of the most significant training parameters is the number of conditions 

the model is evolving for each individual. Naturally, the ideal number of conditions 

for different opponent AIs would differ, but we are again using RandomBiased AI for 

its real-time capabilities. The results shown in Figure 7 are expected, as it shows that 

the higher number of conditions takes a longer time to train to reasonable levels. Also, 

Figure 6: Comparison of population size 
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we can see that against RandomBiased, it is enough to use only five conditions to 

achieve high fitness values. The learning is very slow for the 100 conditions, and the 

increase in fitness is almost negligible for the first 500 epochs. This is because the 

algorithm takes a long time to evolve the conditions – the number of possible 

combinations increases with the number of conditions. Similar results can also be 

observed training model against NaiveMCTS in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of conditions counts per candidate using training against RandomBiased 

 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of conditions counts per candidate using training against NaiveMCTS 
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The time of running one epoch, similarly to population size, is influenced by a 

number of conditions as well. Comparison is shown in Table 8. More conditions mean 

a longer training time. For our following tests, the ideal choice of the conditions will 

be 10 to 30, depending on the AI and the rest of the configuration. 

Average time of 1 epoch Conditions 10 Conditions 20 Conditions 50 Conditions 100 

No budget AI (RandomBiased) 8.876s 14.820s 32.218s 47.552s 

AI with budget of 5ms 

(InformedMCTS) 
23.261s 34.359s 43.159s 61.104s 

Table 8: Average time per one epoch for different condition counts with population = 10 

The example of conditions generated by the algorithm using a population of 10 and 

5 conditions is shown below (trained against RandomBiased, with a winning rate of 

around 75% against the same AI). Bear in mind that when choosing an action during 

the game, actions are ordered by priority and executed according to this, no matter how 

low the highest priority is. They do not need to hold 100% and might not make sense 

to a human player. For example, condition 2 contains the variable 

CARRY_RESOURCES with the value true, which is irrelevant to the Attack action. 

This action can be executed even when this variable is false in realState; it just needs 

to have higher priority than the rest of the actions or be the only executable action with 

non-zero priority (which is fairly easy because RandomBiasedAI does not tend to 

produce Barracks very often; therefore BARRACKS_CLOSE is false most of the time 

and WALL_AROUND is false everywhere except for when the unit is located on the 

sides of the map). For the details of how the action is chosen, see section 3.4. This AI 

strongly prefers Attack and Move actions and produces only Worker units – which 

seems to be enough for beating simple RandomBiasedAI. It also does not harvest but 

uses only default resources the Base is given at the beginning of the game (5 

resources). Its strategy, therefore, seems to be very straightforward – while there are 

not many enemies in the game (while OVERPOWERED value is false), produce 

Workers, then move towards and attack enemies.  
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CONDITION 1: 

partialState: SAFE_AROUND: true 

abstractAction: Move(ENEMY, TO_ENTITY) 

 

CONDITION 2: 

partialState: WALL_AROUND: true, BARRACKS_CLOSE: false, CARRY_RESOURCES: true 

abstractAction: Attack(ENEMY) 

 

CONDITION 3: 

partialState: SURROUNDED: true, HAVE_RESOURCES: false, ENEMY_HAVE_BARRACKS: false 

abstractAction: Move(ENEMY, TO_ENTITY) 

 

CONDITION 4: 

partialState: WALL_AROUND: true 

abstractAction: None() 

 

CONDITION 5: 

partialState: OVERPOWERED: false, EMPTY_AROUND: true 

abstractAction: Produce(Worker) 

4.3 Mutation probabilities comparison 

The mutation probability value tells us the chances of using the mutation operator 

on a given individual. That means that if we set the value of this probability to 0.18, 

statistically speaking, only around 18 individuals in a population of 100 would undergo 

mutation. When determining the ideal value of this parameter, it is vital to think about 

how much we want to support the exploration and diversity of the population.  

Figure 9: Comparison of different mutation probabilities 
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If the probability is too high, it might result in the neglect of some good solutions. 

If it is too small, we might never converge to any reasonable solution.  

 This test helps determine the approximate value for the parameter. According to  

Figure 9, we can say that in this scenario, the value of 0.14 seems to perform very well 

(although most of the values tested provide satisfactory results). 

Note that in this test, we did not explore any extreme values like 1 or 0, as using 

value one would result in random guessing and might or might not emerge to a 

solution, and using value 0 would result in no exploration, with chances of finding a 

satisfying solution fully depending on initialization of population and crossover only.  

4.4 Comparison of multiple game runs during fitness 

evaluation 

Before each fitness calculation, the running of the actual game is needed to gather 

the performance statistics of the individual. Figure 10 shows the differences between 

the total number of games played during one fitness evaluation for one individual 

(which is represented as a list of conditions). When using more than 1 game run, the 

overall fitness is calculated as an average of all runs. The number of conditions was 

purposefully chosen as 40 to prolong the training time and make the training more 

challenging to observe the results better. 

Figure 10: Comparison of different number of game per one fitness evaluation 
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The oscillations are the highest for only one game simulated per fitness evaluation, 

which makes this approach quite unstable. Even though it stabilizes eventually, the 

progression is confusing and might present a problem for AIs with computational 

budgets. On the other hand, four games perform very well, but it significantly prolongs 

the time of fitness evaluation. Fitness evaluation itself, containing game simulation, is 

the most time demanding part of the algorithm. It is hard to balance the time and 

stability of the training. However, two games seem like one of the best alternatives. 

That is why we will use only two-game runs per fitness evaluation from now on in all 

the models (except when using more than two training AIs for fitness evaluation).  

4.5 Different fitness functions 

Choice of the fitness function determines how well the model learns and performs. 

It is probably the most essential part of building a model. As discussed in section 3.3, 

where we also defined functions that we test in this section, the fitness function for 

RTS game AI must contain information about how close the AI is to fulfilling its goal 

– destroying the opponent units. Each of the fitness functions used shares the parameter 

about how much damage it caused to the enemy units and how many hitpoints the 

player still has (sum of hitpoints of all units, representing the potential for future 

fights). The differences between these fitness functions are subtle, as the hitpoints and 

damage are the only way to determine a potential to win. Aggressive function has only 

these critical parameters and does not care about anything else. Productive function 

contains additionally also information about the production of units and harvesting of 

the resources, and Basic function also contains information about production and, 

additionally, damage done to the AI by opponent units (subtracted). All these functions 

are formally defined in section 3.3.  

Table 9 depicts the winning rates of the best candidates from runs with different 

fitness functions when training against RandomBiased and InformedNaiveMCTS AIs. 

The winning rate is determined by running multiple matches against the trained AI (in 

this case, 100 matches for each test). The differences are minimal, especially between 

Basic and Aggressive functions. Productive function seems to be the one with the 

lowest success rate. A possible reason for this is that this makes the model too passive, 

and the encouragement to fight is smaller than when using Aggressive or Basic fitness 

functions. This fitness encourages the model to harvest and produce, resulting in 
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unnecessary harvesting of resources that are not needed or units that are not necessary 

for victory. In the case of Aggressive function, even though it does not explicitly 

reward the production of the unit, it needs units to fight with the opponent units, 

therefore transitively, it also encourages production (and harvesting, as resources are 

needed for production), but only in the amount necessary. For the next experiments, 

we will be using Basic fitness. 

Evaluated against AI  (budget 100ms): Aggressive Productive Basic 

Random 98% 99% 99% 

RandomBiased 67% 55% 59% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  75% 68% 75% 

NaiveMCTS  14% 4% 6% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 0% 0% 

Table 9: Winning rate of the model trained against InformedNaiveMCTS and RandomBiased AIs using different 

fitness functions with conditions = 10 and budget = 40 

4.6 Training using AIs with computational budget 

MicroRTS provides functionality to give AIs a specified computation budget for 

each turn. This computation budget is just a time in milliseconds that allows any kind 

of computation to occur before an AI plays its move. Training against these AIs is very 

time-consuming as each move has prolonged time. The following section aims to find 

the best configurations of the model to be trained against InformedNaiveMCTS, 

NaiveMCTS, and IDRTMinimax AIs with a computational budget of 100ms. 

4.6.1 Informed naive Monte Carlo tree search 

InformedNaiveMCTS uses a pre-trained model to discover the most effective move 

in the current state of a game. From the results of our experiments, it looks like it is 

the most manageable budget AI to train using our models. This is, possibly, because 

of the specific pre-trained model it uses that our model can learn and possibly predict.  

Table 11 shows the winning rate of the trained models in different ways. The 

winning rate reaches up to 80% using an initial budget of 100ms (which is, for our 

purposes, the highest computational budget). The problem with this approach, 

however good the result, is the training time. It took 800 epochs to train the model, but 

each epoch ran simulations of the game using the same big budget. Therefore the 
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learning is really slow. One epoch takes around 311 seconds, according to the 

comparison in Table 10, a big difference to lower budgets. 

Average time of 1 epoch Budget 5 Budget 20 Budget 30 Budget 50 

InformedNaiveMCTS 23.261s 73.919s 120.402s 185.592s 

Table 10: Average time per epoch for different budget sizes with population = 10 and conditions = 10 

It is interesting to point out that a similar result can be achieved using only a budget 

of 30ms for the training. The results are even better than when training with a budget 

of 100ms. When using a smaller budget, the time of one epoch decreases significantly 

(Table 10). Against InformedNaiveMCTS, this budget provides very reasonable 

training speed, but for different AIs with computation budgets, this approach might 

not be usable or still takes too much time. 

One way to minimize the time necessary for training and achieve good results for 

higher budgets is by using an adaptive budget – we start with a smaller initial budget. 

After a certain number of epochs, this budget is increased by a constant. This is 

repeated until the algorithm reaches a budget of 100ms and desired fitness values. This 

way of learning is faster but brings up new problems of choosing how to correctly 

adapt the parameters: how often and by how much to increase the budget.  

Evaluated against AI  

(budget 100ms): 

Fixed budget 100ms 

800 epochs 

Fixed budget 30ms 

450 epochs 

Random 98% 76% 

RandomBiased 70% 32% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  80% 86% 

NaiveMCTS  6% 0% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 57% 

Table 11: Winning rate of the model trained against InformedNaiveMCTS using different fixed budget sizes with 

conditions = 30 
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The results of the experiments using an adaptive budget with fixed step 1 and 2 

every ten epochs is shown in Figure 11. The accuracy of the model decreases using 

this method (especially for step 2). The problem is, that sometimes when increasing 

the budget, the AI is not trained on the previous value yet, and does not have time to 

adjust to the new value either. This results in an insufficiently trained model. The cause 

of this behavior is the wrong choice of adaptive parameters. Similar to this, we tried 

adapting the budget with step 10 every 100 and 200 epochs, with an initial budget of 

40ms (by the end of the training, the budget should reach 100ms). This approach is not 

entirely correct either, as it does not provide us with better results than training using 

a budget of 30ms. The results of both these experiments are depicted in Table 12 and 

Table 13. 

Evaluated against AI  

(budget 30ms): 

Step 1 every 30 epochs  

(until budget 30) 

Step 2 every 30 epochs 

(until budget 30) 

Random 90% 96% 

RandomBiased 48% 33% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  79% 59% 

NaiveMCTS  6% 1% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 0% 

Table 12: Winning rate of the model trained against InformedNaiveMCTS with adaptive budget (initial budget of 

1ms until 30ms) with conditions = 30 

 

Figure 11: Comparison of training against InformedNaiveMCTS with adaptive budget (until 30ms) 
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Evaluated against AI  

(budget 100ms): 

Step 10 every 100 epochs 

850 epochs 

Step 10, every 200 epochs 

1500 epochs 

Random 55% 98% 

RandomBiased 18% 63% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  45% 69% 

NaiveMCTS  0% 1% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 0% 

Table 13: Winning rate of the model trained against InformedNaiveMCTS with adaptive budget (initial budget of 

40ms until 100ms) with conditions = 30 

In Figure 12, we can see how training of adaptive budget looks like from the point 

of view of changing fitness. In the beginning, it grows rapidly and then stabilizes at 

the higher values of fitness until the end of the training. This is desired behavior of 

fitness because the aim is to keep fitness stable at high values while slowly making 

game simulations harder and giving AI time to adjust to new conditions (this should 

cause only slight fitness oscillations on the places of budget adjustment). The 

differences in the number of epochs result from different training speeds with different 

parameters (a budget of 30ms needs less time to learn than 100ms). For the adaptive 

budget, the number of epochs is given by the speed of adaptation (ends when reached 

100ms and good enough fitness). Figure 11 shows how fitness should not behave. 

Fitness is decreasing during the first half of the training – that means that the 

parameters chosen are not the suitable option because solutions are not adapting 

quickly enough to keep up with the increasing value of the budget. For step 2, it does 

not increase even by the end of the training, so the best candidate has a low winning 

rate.  

Another option for dealing with the adjustment of parameters is to let the model 

increase its computational budget when the fitness for the previous budget value 

reaches the desired state. To make this even more accurate and avoid randomly found 

local maximums, we demand that a fraction of the population have to possess the 

desired fitness values (we define this as a third of the population for all following 

experiments with the desired fitness limit of 700). Another adjustment we made after 

the experiments is to decrease the number of conditions to 10 and the size of a 

population to 10, which appears to be enough for this AI. The results of adjustments 

are shown in Table 14 and Figure 13. Note that training time in the results can differ 

significantly based on the machine and the randomness of the algorithm. 
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As we can see from the winning rates of each run, we achieved much better results 

than with training using a fixed budget or constant increase of budget. We also found 

out that increasing the budget each time by 5ms is more effective than by 1ms timewise 

(although the final best AI achieves very similar winning rates, the training using step 

5 is much faster). According to these findings, we can move on to the rest of the budget 

AIs and apply similar principles. 

Evaluated against AI 

(budget 100ms): 
Step 1 Step 5 

Random 100% 98% 

RandomBiased 75% 78% 

InformedNaiveMCTS 96% 95% 

NaiveMCTS 45% 40% 

IDRTMinimax 49% 69% 

Learning time  (approx.) 21h 8h 

Table 14: Winning rate of models trained against InformedNaiveMCTS using auto-adaptive budget with an initial 

budget of 5ms and conditions = 10 

 

Figure 12: Comparison of training with adaptive budget (until 100ms) and fixed budget 
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4.6.2 Naive Monte Carlo tree search 

Naive Monte Carlo tree search (or NaiveMCTS) is very similar to 

InformedNaiveMCTS from the previous section. The main difference is that it does 

not use a pre-trained model. This turns out to be the reason why training against it is 

much harder, takes a longer time (see time measurement in Table 15), and results in a 

lower winning rate. For the comparison, when training with an adaptive budget from 

1 to 30ms (with step 1 or 2), as shown in Table 16, the winning rate compared to 

InformedNaiveMCTS is much lower. The similarity of these AIs can be easily seen 

from these results as well. When training against NaiveMCTS, the winning rate of 

testing against InformedMCTS is relatively high, over 60%. Unfortunately, it does not 

work both ways. When training against InformedMCTS, the winning rate against 

NaiveMCTS is only 1-6%. The reason for this might be that the pre-trained model is 

more predictable and therefore easier to train against. However, NaiveMCTS is better 

in evaluating the current situation and acting accordingly (not based on previous 

experiences, but only current knowledge).  

Average time of 1 epoch Budget 5 Budget 20 Budget 30 Budget 50 

NaiveMCTS 43.431s 88.344s 143.100s 218.450s 

Table 15: Comparison of average time per epoch for different budget sizes 

 

 

Figure 13: Comparison of auto-adaptive budget training 
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Evaluated against AI  

(budget 30ms): 

Step 1 every 30 epochs  

(until budget 30) 

Step 2 every 30 epochs 

(until budget 30) 

Random 73% 50% 

RandomBiased 23% 28% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  68% 60% 

NaiveMCTS  16% 11% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 0% 

Table 16: Winning rate of the model trained against NaiveMCTS with adaptive budget (initial budget of 1ms until 

30ms), using conditions = 30 

Figure 14 shows that fitness often decreases (especially during the beginning of 

training), which results in slow and insufficient training, similar to training against  

InformedNaiveMCTS. When trying to make an adaptive step bigger, to 1 or 2 steps 

per 100 epochs (with an initial budget of 10ms), the fitness still tends to decrease 

(Figure 15), and the training is prolonged even more.  

 

Figure 14: Comparison of training against NaiveMCTS with adaptive budget (until 30ms) 
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Figure 15: Comparison of training against NaiveMCTS with adaptive budget (until 30ms) 

Again, the best approach turns out to be an auto-adaptive budget, which provides 

around a 60% winning rate of the best AI after being trained until the budget reaches 

100ms. The progress of fitness during training is shown in Figure 16. The fitness of 

this training does not decrease very much, but there is still a slight decrease. The reason 

for this is that with a higher budget, NaiveMCTS is better, and therefore achieving as 

big of a fitness value as for the lower budget (especially when time is an integral part 

of the fitness calculation) is much harder, maybe even impossible. Step 5 seems to 

perform slightly better when it comes to the winning rate of best AI (Table 17), even 

though the training process shows slight oscillation in fitness, and generally, fitness 

seems to be lower than step 1. But even with these oscillations, the training with step 

5 is much faster because of the faster adjustment of budget (the training stops when 

exceeding the budget of 100ms), depicted in Figure 17. The interesting part is that 

because of long training, for about 200 hours, auto-adaptation was not able to achieve 

a budget of 100ms for step 1. Nonetheless, even with achieving only a budget of 30ms, 

the winning rate is only slightly lower than the one of step 5. 
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Evaluated against AI 

(budget 100ms): 
Step 1 Step 5 

Random 100% 100% 

RandomBiased 84% 75% 

InformedNaiveMCTS 99% 95% 

NaiveMCTS 58% 61% 

IDRTMinimax 60% 88% 

Learning time (approx.) 200h 50h 

Table 17: Winning rate of a model trained against NaiveMCTS using an auto-adaptive budget (initial budget 

5ms), with conditions = 10

 

Figure 16: Comparison of training against NaiveMCTS with auto-adaptive budget (until 100ms) 

 

Figure 17: Progress of fitness adaptation for auto-adapting training against NaiveMCTS 
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4.6.3 IDRTMinimax 

Another one of the AIs using a computational budget is IDRTMinimax. It uses an 

alpha-beta search to find the best action in the given state of the game. It is much 

different from previously mentioned AIs, and the training against it poses some 

challenges. When training using an adaptive budget with step 10, an initial budget 

higher than 40 is ineffective. The time per epoch is relatively high (Table 18), and the 

winning rate of the best candidate is very low, only 3% (Table 19). 

Average time of 1 epoch Budget 5 Budget 20 Budget 30 Budget 50 

IDRTMinimax 33.657s 79.979s 117.998s 194.340s 

Table 18: Average time per epoch for different budget sizes, using population = 10 and conditions = 10 

Evaluated against AI  

(budget 100ms): 

Initial 40, step 10  every 200 epochs Initial 10, step 10 every 200 epochs 

Random 14% 51% 

RandomBiased 2% 23% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  1% 27% 

NaiveMCTS  0% 0% 

IDRTMinimax 3% 50% 

Table 19: Winning rate of the model trained against IDRTMinimax with an adaptive budget and conditions = 30 

 

Figure 18: Comparison of training against IDRTMinimax with adaptive budget 

When training against IDRTMinimax using an adaptive budget from 1 to 30ms, 

resulting best AI achieves a winning rate of around 50% (Table 20), which is a very 

good result in a relatively short amount of time. The fitness during training increases 
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initially and then oscillates on values around 200-300 (Figure 19). That is quite a low 

fitness in comparison to the other experiments.  

Evaluated against AI  

(budget 30ms): 

Step 1 every 30 epochs  

(until budget 30) 

Step 2 every 30 epochs 

(until budget 30) 

Random 35% 7% 

RandomBiased 1% 1% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  14% 14% 

NaiveMCTS  2% 0% 

IDRTMinimax 44% 54% 

Table 20: Winning rate of the model trained against IDRTMinimax with adaptive budget (initial budget 1ms, 

until 30ms) and conditions = 30 

Training with an auto-adaptive budget brings a bit of insight as to why this is 

happening. When left to adapt budget on its own, in the beginning, it takes few epochs 

to train the AI to the point where it is ready to adapt, as can be seen in Figure 20. After 

the first adaptation, the rest soon follows. In the case of adaptation per epoch, there is 

no such starting period provided. Therefore, training does not keep up with the 

adaptation speed. Like against NaiveMCTS, even against this AI, we did not achieve 

a budget of 100ms for step 1 (see Figure 21), but with the top training budget of 55ms, 

the resulting winning rate of AI is 99%, so for this reason, training was stopped sooner. 

Similar results were also achieved by using a step of 5ms, as Table 21 shows. 

 

Figure 19: Comparison of training against IDRTMinimax with adaptive budget (until 30ms) 

The fitness during training shown in Figure 20 is rather strange, as it increases at 

the beginning and then decreases by over 200 fitness points. This is caused by the 
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increased complexity of the game with a higher budget. It has no real influence on the 

final solution as it stays in very reasonable fitness values, and the winning rate is very 

high.  

Evaluated against AI 

(budget 100ms): 
Step 1 Step 5 

Random 100% 100% 

RandomBiased 99% 93% 

InformedNaiveMCTS 97% 93% 

NaiveMCTS 11% 7% 

IDRTMinimax 99% 98% 

Learning time (approx.) 68h 20h 

Table 21: Winning rate of the model trained against IDRTMinimax with an auto-adaptive budget (initial budget 

of 5ms) 

 

Figure 20: Comparison of training against IDRTMinimax with auto-adaptive budget 
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Figure 21: Comparison of budget adjustment during training against IDRTMinimax with auto-adaptive budget 

4.7 Comparison of multiple training AIs 

As we discovered in previous sections during different experiments using different 

AIs to train against, each of these AIs ought to be trained differently. The algorithm 

should be adjusted to maximize the effectiveness and final winning rate of the best 

candidate solution. This section compares these results against each other and runs 

similar tests with training against multiple different AIs simultaneously. 

Using an adaptive budget that increases every 30 epochs by 1ms or 2ms did not turn 

out to be effective for most AIs (Table 22). We achieved the lowest winning rate 

against NaiveMCT, which is to be expected as it was the most complex AI to train 

against, and the highest winning rate we were able to achieve against it was around 

60%. On the other hand, models trained against InformedNaiveMCTS or 

IDRTMinimax achieved very high winning rates even in such a short time and low 

budget.  
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Evaluated 

against AI 

(budget 30ms) 

InformedNaive 

MCTS, step 2 

InformedNaive 

MCTS, step 1 

NaiveMCTS, 

step 2 

NaïveMCTS, 

step 1 

IDRTMini

max, step 2 

IDRTMini 

max, step 1 

Random 96% 90% 50% 73% 7% 35% 

RandomBiased 33% 48% 28% 23% 1% 1% 

InformedNaiveM

CTS  

59% 79% 60% 68% 14% 14% 

NaiveMCTS  1% 6% 11% 16% 0% 2% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 0% 0% 0% 54% 44% 

Table 22: Comparison of winning rate for all AIs of adaptive budget (initial budget 1ms, until 30ms) using 

conditions = 30 

The best results for each AI were achieved using an auto-adaptive budget (Table 

23 and Table 24). It is not surprising, as adapting budget when reaching specific fitness 

values is a straightforward way to unify the training process for most AIs without 

worrying about the correct initialization of adaptive parameters. Both models trained 

against InformedNaiveMCTS and IDRTMinimax have achieved over 95% of winning 

rate, which is an excellent result. That means that in almost all testing games, these 

AIs could beat the AI they were trained against, which is precisely the goal of the 

training. Unfortunately, we were not so successful against NaiveMCTS, as it turned 

out to be quite complex and unpredictable AI (so it is hard to generate static rules that 

can beat it), but a winning rate of around 60% still means that the resulting AI is at 

least as strong as NaiveMCTS. When comparing the training time for each of these 

AIs, the InformedNaiveMCTS is the quickest, as it took less than a day to train against. 

For IDRTMinimax, it was longer, around three days, and NaiveMCTS comes on top 

with almost a week to train against by using a step of 1ms (but significantly less for 

5ms).  

Evaluated against 

AI  

(budget 100ms) 

InformedNaive

MCTS  

NaiveMCTS IDRT 

Minimax 

InformedNaive 

MCTS, 

IDRTMinimax 

InformedNaive

MCTS, 

NaiveMCTS 

All AIs  

Random 100% 100% 100% 100% 99% 99% 

RandomBiased 75% 84% 99% 74% 72% 77% 

InformedNaiveMC

TS  

96% 99% 97% 100% 99% 94% 

NaiveMCTS  45% 58% 11% 37% 45% 50% 

IDRTMinimax 49% 60% 99% 87% 63% 66% 

Learning time  

(approx.) 
21h 150h 68h 24h 70h 250h 

Table 23:  Winning rate of the models trained by auto-adaptive budget with an initial budget of 5ms and step 1ms 

using conditions = 10 
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Evaluated against 

AI  

(budget 100ms) 

InformedNaive

MCTS  

NaiveMCTS  IDRT 

Minimax  

InformedNaive 

MCTS, 

IDRTMinimax 

InformedNaive

MCTS, 

NaiveMCTS 

All AIs 

Random 98% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99% 

RandomBiased 78% 75% 93% 72% 78% 68% 

InformedNaiveMC

TS  
95% 95% 93% 98% 98% 94% 

NaiveMCTS  40% 61% 7% 38% 44% 43% 

IDRTMinimax 69% 88% 98% 84% 47% 87% 

Learning time  

(approx.) 
8h 50h 20h 12h 24h 48h 

Table 24: Winning rate of the models trained by auto-adaptive budget with an initial budget of 5ms and step 5ms, 

using conditions = 10 

In another experiment, we tried to train against pairs of different AIs. More 

specifically, pairs of InformedNaiveMCTS/IDRTMinimax and 

InformedNaiveMCTS/NaiveMCTS. The combination of NaiveMCTS and 

IDRTMinimax was skipped for the reason of similarities between NaiveMCTS and 

InformedNaiveMCTS. For both of these combinations, testing against 

InformedNaiveMCTS performed the best (getting close to 100% winning rate). 

However, the winning rate of the other AIs got slightly lower, and naturally, the 

training time of these combinations was higher than for InformedNaiveMCTS alone. 

 

Figure 22: Comparison of training against all AIs with an auto-adaptive budget of step 5ms 

In comparison to the training time using IDRTMinimax and NaiveMCTS alone, the 

training time decreased. This indicates that using another AI (of correct properties) can 
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be useful to speed up the training if we are willing to sacrifice part of the winning rate. 

Comparison of training progress is shown in Figure 22 and adaptation of budget in 

Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Comparison of a budget update when against different AIs with an auto-adaptive budget of step 5ms 

Training against all AIs (RandomBiased, InformedNaiveMCTS, NaiveMCTS, and 

IDRTMinimax) follows the similar trend of achieving a high winning rate against 

InformedNaiveMCTS and slightly lowered rates against other AIs, but with all of them 

staying above 40%.  

It is important to note the winning rates against AIs that are not being targeted 

during training. For example, when training against IDRTMinimax alone, testing 

against RandomBiased and InformedNaiveMCTS AIs also achieve very high winning 

rates (over 90%). Games against RandomAI have a very high rate no matter what AI 

we are training against because it is a very simple randomized agent that can be beaten 

quite easily compared to the rest of AIs. 

In general, the training against all these AIs is achieving quite satisfying results, but 

unfortunately, in some cases, the learning time is very high. On the other hand, the 

resulting trained AI is real-time AI (just a list of conditions that needs to be iterated 

through during each choice) and provides an advantage against AIs that require a 

computational budget for the same or similar results. The time of one turn of the game 
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(assignment of the actions to all of the units) for AIs trained using our algorithm takes 

around 0.1 to 0.5ms for 30 conditions on average.  

4.8 Genetic programming with strategy 

After achieving satisfactory results for a simple genetic algorithm, we perform 

similar experiments for the genetic algorithm with additional conditions for adjusting 

action priorities (strategy). First, we train against InformedNaiveMCTS (because it is 

more complex AI than the real-time ones but still relatively fast to train), using a fixed 

budget of 20ms and only 500 epochs. We use 3 or 10 additional conditions and 

compare them to a standard algorithm without a strategy (see Table 25). The results 

are very similar, with only slight differences in winning rates. That can be simply 

caused by the randomness of both algorithms. 

Evaluated against AI 

(budget 100ms) 

GP algorithm: 

10 conditions,  

10 population 

GP algorithm: 

10 conditions,  

20 population 

GP algorithm with 

strategy: 

10 + 3 conditions,  

10 population 

GP algorithm with 

strategy: 

10 + 10 conditions,  

20 population 

Random 100% 100% 100% 97% 

RandomBiased 72% 88% 66% 68% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  97% 96% 91% 94% 

NaiveMCTS  43% 36% 34% 28% 

IDRTMinimax 58% 90% 70% 57% 

Table 25: Winning rate of the models trained against InformedNaiveMCST using a budget of 20ms 

The progress of fitness during training also seems very similar, with differences 

only at the beginning of the training for both 10 + 3 conditions in Figure 24, where 

the standard algorithm increases a bit faster, and for 10 + 10 conditions in Figure 25, 

where there are visible more differences in increase, with the strategy being very quick 

to achieve high fitness, but the standard algorithm is not being too far behind. I do not 

think we can assume any of these algorithms are better in this scenario, as results are 

too close to each other.  
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Figure 24: Comparison of training progress when training against InformedNaiveMCTS with and without a 

strategy 

 

Figure 25: Comparison of training progress of algorithm when training against InformedNaiveMCTS with and 

without a strategy 

The best way to compare these algorithms is to use multiple AIs to train against 

with auto-adaptive budget that has provided the best results so far. But even here, the 

differences are not apparent. Winning rates are very close; even the training process is 

very similar. AIs were trained with 10 unit conditions and 10 strategy conditions, and 

results are summarized in Table 26; the progress of training in Figure 26, Figure 27, 

and budget adaptation is shown in Figure 28. Once again, NaiveMCTS became the 
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hardest to train against and resulted in an even lower winning rate than for an algorithm 

without the strategy. 

Evaluated against 

AI (budget 100ms) 

InformedNaive

MCTS 

Naïve 

MCTS  

IDRT 

Minimax 

InformedNaive

MCTS + 

IDRTMinimax 

NaiveMCTS + 

InformedNaive

MCTS 

All AIs 

Random 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99% 

RandomBiased 78% 79% 100% 61% 64% 79% 

InformedNaiveMCT

S  
97% 94% 97% 94% 93% 95% 

NaiveMCTS  31% 51% 46% 16% 52% 43% 

IDRTMinimax 54% 76% 98% 77% 73% 82% 

Learning time  

(approx.) 
10h 110h 20h 10h 12h 15h 

Table 26: Winning rate of an auto-adaptive budget with strategy and 10 + 10 conditions (initial budget 5ms, step 

5ms) 

 

Figure 26: Comparison of training progress when against different AIs with an auto-adaptive budget of step 5ms 
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Figure 27: Comparison of training progress when against different combinations of AIs with an auto-adaptive 

budget of step 5ms 

 

Figure 28: Comparison of a budget update when against different AIs with an auto-adaptive budget of step 5ms 

The reason why the algorithms with and without strategy work so similar might be 

that training (and fitness evaluation) tends to prefer the aggressive approach over a 

strategic one, which seems to work best for most AIs. The equality of these AIs can 

also be viewed in Table 27 when playing against each other. Most of the games end 

with a draw (no winner), even with a high maximum length of the game, set to 15000 

turns. 
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Score against GP 

without strategy 

(from 100 games) 

Informed 

NaiveMCTS 

Naïve 

MCTS  

IDRT 

Minimax 

InformedNaive 

MCTS, 

IDRTMinimax 

NaiveMCTS, 

InformedNaive 

MCTS 

All AIs 

Wins 3 2 3 2 5 3 

Draws 92 94 93 96 91 90 

Losses 5 2 4 2 4 7 

Table 27: Tournament comparison of GP with and without a strategy, using maximum cycles of games = 15000 

and run on Intel Core i5 8250U (4 x 1.6 GHz), 8GB RAM 
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5 Results of experiments for NEAT 

model 

This chapter covers experiments with the NEAT model, using the knowledge 

gained from GP model testing. The evaluation of the fitness has the same principles, 

as does the input of the model. However, it is important to note that the NEAT model 

provides only one alternative for action as an output of the network, where the GP 

algorithm gives priorities to the list of actions (so if the top action is not executable, 

there is a higher chance of finding an alternative than for NEAT where each state has 

the assignment of exactly one action). 

In the following sections, we define training parameters for this model. We do not 

repeat all experiments done in the GP model chapter as not all of them apply to this 

model, or they would end with very similar results (for instance fitness evaluation 

process itself is the same, so there is no reason to repeat experiments connected to it). 

The strategy was also not implemented for NEAT, as it did not bring any 

improvements to the GP model. 

The Basic fitness function is used for evaluation, and a maximum number of cycles 

per game is set to 5000 for each game. All tests are run on the same computers as 

defined for the GP model in chapter 4. 

5.1 Comparison of population size 

The population of candidate solutions for the NEAT model differs from the GP 

algorithm in a way that NEAT uses speciation (see 1.8.4), a division into groups of the 

same species by similarities, wherein the GP model’s every candidate has the same 

status. This difference influences the ideal size of the population for the model. In 

Figure 29, the training against RandomBiased is shown, with different population 

sizes. The bigger population results in earlier convergences but increased training time 

per epoch (Table 28). For the GP model, the ideal population size to balance these 

factors is a population between 10 to 30 of size. For NEAT, this number seems to be 

higher. The ideal number is around 100 candidates as the difference between 100, and 

the bigger population is not very big. However, for the population of 20, an increase 

in fitness happens quite late in training (after 2000 epochs). 
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Another apparent difference between models is the number of epochs needed to 

find a solution. This simple real-time AI (RandomBiased) training took over 1000 

epochs, which is a much higher number than for GP, where the model can be trained 

in around 500 epochs (or even less), with a much smaller population. 

 

Figure 29: Comparison of different population sizes for the NEAT model 

 
Average time of 1 epoch Population 20 Population 50 Population 100 Population 200 

RandomBiased 41.749s 74.834s 124.769s 251.392s 

InformedNaiveMCTS 

(budget 5ms) 
63.744s 157.955s 286.535s 631.383s 

Table 28: Average time per one epoch for different population sizes of a NEAT model with units = 1000 

5.2 Comparison of unit counts 

The most challenging part of neural networks, in general, is the choice of the 

number of hidden units of the network. In our task, it is not entirely clear how many 

units we need; therefore, this experiment is supposed to approximate it. According to 

testing results in Figure 30, even a lower number of hidden units is quite enough, but 

a higher number might speed up the convergence. Also, the differences in time per 

epoch are not as high as for the number of epochs, as can be seen in Table 29. The 

main reason is that the NEAT algorithm starts with a small number of units and adds 

them only later in training during mutations; therefore, the increased time starts to 

manifest in the later epochs, and a defined number of units does not have to be reached 

at all in some cases. 
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Based on these results, we are going to use mainly 10000 units in our next 

experiments as it appears to be enough. 

Average time of 1 epoch Units 1 000 Units 10 000 Units 100 000  Units 1 000 000 

RandomBiased 12.477s 13.234s 15.015s 15.624s 

InformedNaiveMCTS 

(budget 5ms) 
28.654s 29.524s 29.914s 31.162s 

Table 29: Average time per one epoch for different unit counts of a NEAT model with population = 100  

 

Figure 30: Comparison of different unit counts for the NEAT model 

5.3 Comparison of mutation probabilities 

The mutation probabilities of the NEAT model are a bit more complicated than for 

the GP model. When mutating a candidate, there are six possibilities: weight mutation, 

adding a node, adding a connection, mutation of the bias, disabling or enabling a 

connection. Each of these options has its probability, and they all influence each other 

in a certain way. That is why we need to approximate all of them. Regarding these 

probabilities, our goal is to find values that increase the stability of the training (restrict 

oscillation of the algorithm as much as possible) but also increase fitness reasonably 

fast. As seen from all the charts in this chapter, the NEAT model tends to oscillate 

much more than GP, and fitness jumps are bigger and less frequent. That is why the 

choice of a correct mutation probability is essential. 
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All the following tests use mutation configuration as follows (unless stated 

otherwise): weight mutation of 0.9, bias mutation 0.15, add node mutation 0.03, add 

connection mutation 0.05, enable connection 0.1, and disabled connection 0.2. 

Figure 31 shows the training using a different value of weight mutation 

probabilities. Higher values appear to perform better than lower, which implies how 

significant this mutation is. If we were not using the NEAT algorithm but a standard 

algorithm for neuroevolution that is augmenting only weights, weight, and bias 

mutation would be the only mutations necessary. Bias mutation comparison is depicted 

in Figure 32, and in contrast to weight mutation, performs better for lower values. The 

reason for this might be that in lower values, it gives more space to other kinds of 

mutation (for instance, weight mutation), which are more influential over exploration 

of solution space. 

 

Figure 31: Comparison of different weight mutation probabilities using RandomBiasedAI 
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Figure 32: Comparison of different bias mutation probabilities using RandomBiasedAI 

Another type of mutation, adding a new node to the neural network, is critical to set 

correctly (as can be seen in Figure 33). In higher values, like 0.1, the training does not 

increase fitness as expected. The fast growth of the networks causes this because we 

are adding many new nodes (as the probability of adding a node is high). When adding 

a node, the network also needs to adjust other parameters – connections, weights, 

biases. When we increase the probability of adding a node, we also decrease the 

probabilities of other adjustments. Therefore, we are just making the network bigger 

without actually training it properly. That is why this mutation needs to have lower 

values in order to achieve desired results. 

 

Figure 33: Comparison of different add node mutation probabilities using RandomBiasedAI 
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Adding a connection mutation, on the other hand, behaves differently. In order to 

add a connection to the network, we need to have available two nodes to add a 

connection to. When these nodes do not exist, or they are all interconnected, the 

connection cannot be added. If we were using only a mutation of adding a node and 

not adding connections between them, the network’s performance would be weak, 

with just very few connections between neurons (a vital part of the computation). For 

this reason, decreasing mutation of adding a connection results in stagnation of fitness, 

as can be seen in Figure 34. 

 
Figure 34: Comparison of different add connection probabilities using RandomBiasedAI 

 

The last two kinds of mutations are enabling and disabling a connection. Disabling 

a connection replaces the operation of deleting a connection but with additional value. 

When the algorithm removes a connection, but the fitness significantly decreases, there 

is still the possibility that this connection will be enabled again during future 

mutations. It is a way of trying new solutions while remembering information from 

the past. Both of these mutations performed reasonably well in both smaller and lower 

values of probability. See Figure 35 and Figure 36. 
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Figure 35: Comparison of different enable connection probabilities using RandomBiasedAI 

 

Figure 36: Comparison of different disable connection probabilities using RandomBiasedAI 

 

There are multiple combinations of the probability values for all these mutations. 

Unfortunately, finding the best possible combination would be highly time-

consuming, so we settled for the best-performing values from each partial test. Figure 

37 shows the training with the best values gathered from these tests, and Table 30 

summarises these values (we will be using them for training in the following sections).  
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Figure 37: Training of RandomBiased with best mutation values 

 

Weight mutation 0.9 

Bias mutation 0.05 

Add node mutation 0.03 

Add connection mutation 0.1 

Enable connection mutation 0.3 

Disable connection mutation 0.2 

Table 30: Mutation probabilities that are chosen based on testing 

5.4 Comparison of crossover probability 

The probability of crossover is another parameter we would like to approximate. It 

expresses what the chances of breeding a new child are. The higher the probability, the 

higher amount of new individuals in the next generation. The lower value of 0.5 

increased the fitness value rapidly, but higher values also performed reasonably well 

(see Figure 38).  
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Figure 38: Comparison of different crossover probabilities  

5.5 Training using AIs with computational budget 

Using the knowledge gained from testing the genetic programming model using 

AIs with a computational budget in 4.6, we attempt to train the NEAT model similarly.  

Just like for the GP model, we need to think about the time of the training. In Table 

32, the times per one epoch are depicted for different AIs. As can be seen from the 

values, one epoch takes a very long time; for NaiveMCTS, an epoch with a budget of 

100ms takes around 15 minutes, which is exceptionally long if we need to train a model 

in a high number of epochs. This information tells us that time is a critical factor when 

training NEAT. 

First, we try to run training against InformedNaiveMCTS to observe different 

behaviors using various budget configurations. Table 31 shows the winning rates of 

the best individuals, and Figure 39 and Figure 40 show the model's training. An 

adaptive budget with a step of 10ms every 500 epochs performs the best according to 

the winning rate, but the number of necessary epochs (and therefore a time) is high. 

The same can be said for a budget of 100ms. The number of epochs here is significantly 

lower, but one epoch takes a much longer time (see Table 32). Very surprising is 

training using a budget of 10ms, which appears to have a high winning rate, and one 

epoch takes a relatively short time. Therefore, when this winning rate is sufficient for 

our purposes, a budget of 10ms is a good choice for this AI. 
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Evaluated against AI 

(budget 100ms) 

Fixed budget 

10ms 

Fixed budget 

30ms 

Fixed budget 

100ms 

Initial budget 10, step 10 per 

500 epochs (until 50ms) 

Random 96% 98% 98% 94% 

RandomBiased 43% 41% 52% 41% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  71% 67% 70% 74% 

NaiveMCTS  6% 6% 6% 4% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Table 31: Winning rate of best candidates using training against InformedNaiveMCTS, population = 50, units = 

10000 

Trained against: Budget 5ms Budget 10ms Budget 30ms Budget 100ms 

InformedNaiveMCTS 28.654s 78.273s 287.904s 791.853s 

NaiveMCTS 106.555s 152.230s 328.268s 902.498s 

IDRTMinimax 88.782s 149.949s 323.713s 849.593s 

Table 32: Average time per epoch of different AIs with different computation budget, population = 100, units = 

10000 

 
Figure 39: Comparison of training with different budget sizes  
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Figure 40: Training using adaptive budget until 50ms 

 

For the next test, we tried to run training with a budget of 10ms against all three 

AIs with the computational budget. It brought us some interesting results. We already 

know that model trained against InformedNaiveMCTS performs well, but training 

against IDRTMinimax also achieved excellent results with a winning rate of 88% 

against AI with a budget of 10ms and 79% against 100ms. The model trained against 

NaiveMCTS did not perform so well and achieved only an 8% winning rate against a 

100ms budget. See the results for 10ms and 100ms testings in Table 33 and Table 34. 

Training is depicted in Figure 41.  

Note that training against IDRTMinimax was stopped sooner than the rest because 

of small fitness oscillations, long training time, and successful testing (with a 

reasonable winning rate). The progress of its training is very strange. For the first over 

400 epochs, the fitness stayed at the value of 114, then there was a big jump, where 

fitness stabilized in high values. Similar behavior is also present for other AIs, but 

against IDRTMinimax is the most significant. I believe that this jump happens because 

it takes a while until NEAT figures out the working configuration. When allowed only 

one action per unit in the given state, there is a high chance that the initial population 

chooses non-working actions that the unit cannot execute at that moment. That means 

that AI does nothing or very little for the first few epochs until it encounters executable 

actions. However, once it does, the fitness increases rapidly because these successful 

individuals start to breed, and the solution propagates across the population. Another 

thing worth mentioning is the winning rate of a model trained against IDRTMinimax 
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playing against NaiveMCTS and InformedNaiveMCTS with a budget of 10ms. This 

value is much higher than when NaiveMCTS or InformedNaiveMCTS themselves 

train the model. 

Evaluated against AI (budget 10ms) InformedNaiveMCTS NaiveMCTS IDRTMinimax 

Random 99% 96% 100% 

RandomBiased 57% 47% 67% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  79% 92% 99% 

NaiveMCTS  47% 45% 69% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 0% 88% 

Table 33: Winning rate of a model trained against different AIs using budget 10ms, population = 100, units = 

10000, tested against a budget of 10ms 

Evaluated against AI (budget 100ms) InformedNaiveMCTS NaiveMCTS IDRTMinimax 

Random 96% 95% 98% 

RandomBiased 43% 41% 68% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  71% 70% 87% 

NaiveMCTS  6% 8% 3% 

IDRTMinimax 0% 0% 79% 

Table 34: Winning rate of a model trained against different AIs using budget 10ms, population = 100, units = 

10000, tested against a budget of 100ms 

 
Figure 41: Training against different AIs using budget 10ms 

Another approach we tried is auto-adaptation. Auto-adaptation works a little 

differently for the NEAT model. Because the NEAT uses speciation, the population 

contains networks in multiple stages of evolution. A big part of these networks has not 

yet evolved to the point where it makes sense to require minimum fitness value. That 

is why we require minimum value from the one best individual in the population only 
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(unlike GP, where we require a third of the population to reach a given fitness limit). 

This limit is set to 700 fitness values for all tested AIs here. Furthermore, we also 

require this individual to win all the games during the last fitness evaluation (to avoid 

one lucky win in one of the games).  

Evaluated against AI  

(budget 100ms) 

InformedNaiveMCTS NaiveMCTS IDRTMinimax 

Random 100% 100% 100% 

RandomBiased 57% 62% 58% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  94% 86% 82% 

NaiveMCTS  21% 22% 17% 

IDRTMinimax 90% 80% 90% 

Learning time  (approx.) 20h 150h 12h 

Table 35: Winning rate of models trained against different AIs using an auto-adaptive budget with step 5, initial 

budget 5ms, population = 100, units = 10000 

Table 35 shows the winning rates of the best individuals when using adapting by 

step 5ms and an initial budget of 5ms; the training process is depicted in Figure 42, 

and the adaptation of fitness in Figure 43. As expected, the winning rates of all AIs 

increased, but the time of training against NaiveMCTS is extremely high with a very 

low winning rate. Both models against InformedNaiveMCTS and IDRTMinimax were 

trained in under one day, which is an excellent time for the complexity of the NEAT 

algorithm. 

 
Figure 42: Training against different AIs using auto-budget with step 5ms and initial budget 5ms 
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Figure 43: Budget adaptation when training against different AIs using auto-budget with step 5ms and initial 

budget 5ms 

The training with an auto-adaptive budget looks chaotic on the chart. There are 

oscillations, and with an increasing budget, fitness tends to decrease for a while. 

However, even despite these factors, the resulting AIs against InformedNaiveMCTS 

and IDRTMinimax are competent to beat the opponent in most of the games played. 

NaiveMCTS, unfortunately, took a long time to adjust the budget at all, and even after 

it did, it was just a small increase. The training was stopped due to time and 

performance restrictions after around 1500 epochs, which took almost a week to train. 

It is highly possible that the winning rate (and budget value) would increase after a 

sufficient amount of training, which could mean even a few weeks or months. 

5.6 Comparison of multiple training AIs 

In this section, we present results from running a model against multiple AIs during 

training. We used an auto-adaptive budget configuration, and the training is depicted 

in Figure 44.  

The resulting AIs, with the winning rates shown in Table 36, performed well. The 

training against pair of InformedNaiveMCTS and IDRTMinimax achieved for both 

AIs winning rate over 80%. The pair of InformedNaiveMCTS and NaiveMCTS 

achieved 90% against InformedNaiveMCTS, but only 22% against NaiveMCTS, and 

when training against all AIs (RandomBiased, NaiveMCTS, InformedNaiveMCTS, 

IDRTMinimax), the winning rate against all AIs except for NaiveMCTS is over 50%. 
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Evaluated against AI  

(budget 100ms) 

InformedNaiveMCTS, 

IDRTMinimax  

InformedNaiveMCTS, 

NaiveMCTS  

All AIs  

Random 100% 99% 99% 

RandomBiased 54% 54% 59% 

InformedNaiveMCTS  85% 90% 85% 

NaiveMCTS  8% 22% 13% 

IDRTMinimax 80% 91% 71% 

Learning time  (approx.) 22h 45h 113h 

Table 36: Winning rate of models trained against different combinations of AIs using an auto-adaptive budget, 

population = 100, units = 10000 

 

Figure 44: Training against different AI combinations using auto-budget with step 5ms and initial budget 5ms 

The budget adaptation of these AIs, shown in Figure 45, is very straightforward 

against InformedNaiveMCTS and IDRTMinimax pair, which is also the best 

performing combination. After the training reached the 380 epoch, the high-paced 

adaptation started happening. This adaptation happened in almost every epoch. We left 

budgets in this test increase as much as training time allowed to see the best possible 

results, and this AI reaches a budget of 240ms very quickly. 

The combination of InformedNaiveMCTS and NaiveMCTS training AIs also 

achieved very high fitness values rather quickly. The combination of all AIs had 

problems to adapt the budget. That is why the highest budget we were able to reach is 

70ms. Even with this relatively small budget, this AI performs reasonably well with 

high winning rates for most AIs. 
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Figure 45: Budget adaptation when training against different AI combinations using auto-budget with step 5ms 

and initial budget 5ms 
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6 NEAT and GP model comparison 

In the previous chapters, we presented two implemented models and the results of 

their training and performance. They share many aspects: fitness evaluation, state 

representation, available actions, budget adaptation. Internal implementation is 

although widely different. Genetic algorithm uses simple mutations and crossovers of 

condition lists, while NEAT adjusts neural networks and their features.  

In our test scenarios, the GP model performed slightly better. Speed of the training 

is better, and resulting winning rates are a bit higher. Admittedly, these differences are 

not too significant, and the reason for this might be the choices done during 

implementation (with some adjustments of the models, the results might differ). We, 

therefore, cannot claim which approach is generally better for the RTS task, only 

which of our developed models performs better. 

Comparison of times per one epoch and one turn of the game (which is the model 

evaluation during one state of the game for all available units) is shown in Table 37. 

The evaluation of the model is done in all cases under 1ms. We can say that NEAT is 

much faster in the evaluation, but given the MicroRTS framework, this difference is 

insignificant unless values exceed available time. Regarding average time per epoch, 

the NEAT model is slower, but it is important to note that we are comparing models 

with different population sizes (these population sizes are the values most frequently 

used in the tests). From this point of view, NEAT is faster when both of the models 

have the same population sizes, but that is not useful information as NEAT needs a 

much bigger population for training than the GP model. Another important point is 

that NEAT also needs much more epochs to train a model. With this information, we 

can claim that NEAT is slower for training, at least in our implementation. The average 

times for training against different AIs using an auto-adaptive budget (time of best run 

of the algorithm) are depicted in Table 38. These values are just approximated; the 

time would differ for different computers, but also different runs (because of random 

aspects of the algorithm). Against InformedNaiveMCTS and NaiveMCTS GP model 

appears to learn much faster, but NEAT is significantly faster against IDRTMinimax.  

The differences between the GP model and the GP model with the strategy were 

already described in section 4.8, with the conclusion that models behave very 
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similarly, and we are unable to tell which one is better. Therefore, from now on, we 

will consider only the general GP model for simplicity in this chapter. 

Model: 

Average time per one 

turn of the game 

Average time of one 

training epoch 

(RandomBiased) 

Average time of one training epoch 

(InformedNaiveMCTS, budget 

5ms) 

Genetic programming  

10 conditions,  

population 10 

0.08 – 0.4ms 8.876s 23.261s 

Genetic programming 

with stategy 

10 + 10 conditions,  

population 10 

0.1 – 0.7ms 8.673s 25.722s 

NEAT  

10000 units,  

population 100 

0.02 – 0.15ms 12.477s 28.654s 

Table 37: Average times of one epoch and one turn for different models 

 

Average time of training 

against 

InformedNaiveMCTS  

Average time of 

training against 

NaiveMCTS 

Average time of training 

against IDRTMinimax 

Genetic programming  

10 conditions,  

population 10 

8h 50h 20h 

Genetic programming with 

evolution 

10 + 10 conditions,  

population 10 

10h 110h 20h 

NEAT  

10000 units,  

population 100 

20h 150h 12h 

Table 38: Average times of training for different models against AIs with computational budget using auto-

adaptive budget with step 5ms and initial budget 5ms 

The results of the best performing candidate of the models when trained with an 

auto-adaptive budget using the 5ms step with an initial budget of 5ms can be found in 

Table 24 for the GP model and Table 35 for the Neat model. Winning rates of these 

models are very similar, especially models trained against InformedNaiveMCTS and 

IDRTMinimax AIs. That is why we performed a tournament between the models 

trained by GP and NEAT. The results are shown in Table 39. Against the 

InformedNaiveMCTS, the models seem to be on the same level, with the same number 

of wins and 76% of draws (which means that the maximum number of 5000 turns was 

reached before there was any winner). When both models are trained against 

IDRTMinimax, the NEAT model seems to perform much better than the GP. The 
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model trained against NaiveMCTS ended up with 100% of draws, which is not an 

unexpected result as both of the models had big problems with training against this AI. 

For the real-time AI, RandomBiased, the results are, again, very similar.  

 
Score against the NEAT model 

(from 100 games played): 

RandomBiased 

(GP model) 

InformedNaiveMCTS 

(GP model) 

NaiveMCTS 

(GP model) 

IDRTMinimax 

(GP model) 

Wins 33% 12% 0% 31% 

Draws 35% 76% 100% 12% 

Losses 32% 12% 0% 57% 

Table 39: Tournament between GP model and NEAT model trained against different AIs 

The progress of training is very hard to compare as each model has a different length 

of training or an ideal population. The NEAT model generally contains much bigger 

oscillation than the GP model, and bigger jumps of the fitness, while the GP model has 

smoother fitness growth.  

In general, the GP model tends to be faster in most runs for the implemented 

models. Although, it is not guaranteed. For training against IDRTMinimax, NEAT 

appears as a better choice for faster training and excellent results. The complexity of 

configuration is a bit harder for NEAT, especially for mutation probabilities, as they 

can significantly influence the training process, even cause fitness to stagnate.  
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Conclusion 

In this thesis, we implemented two models for solving the task of playing an RTS 

game using the MicroRTS framework: a model based on genetic programming and the 

NEAT model (neuroevolution of augmenting topologies). We tested the performance 

and capabilities of these models using various parameters and AIs to train them. Both 

of the models performed well against most AIs and reached high winning rates when 

playing against them. The excellent results were achieved when playing against 

IDRTMinimax and InformedNaiveMCTS AIs, where both our models achieved over 

90% winning rates. The most challenging AI to train against appeared to be 

NaiveMCTS, where our models were not able to achieve a higher winning rate than 

60% in a reasonable time frame. 

The GP model training time is, for most cases, faster than NEAT, but the NEAT 

model performs exceptionally well, with fast progress, when training against 

IDRTMinimax. 

Note that all of the presented results are based on our implementations of these 

models only. Other implementations might perform significantly differently.  

For our future work, we are interested in exploring the possibility of making these 

algorithms more time-efficient. Specifically, optimize fitness evaluation, which is the 

most complex and time-consuming part of both algorithms. One of the possible 

methods to achieve this might be using imitation learning. Gather the data from 

multiple games played by AIs with a computational budget (these data would consist 

of pairs of state of the game and top-level action performed by an AI), and use them 

as training data for supervised learning of the model. 
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List of Abbreviations 

AI – artificial intelligence  

RTS – real-time strategy 

EA – evolutionary algorithm 

GA – genetic algorithm 

GP – genetic programming 

ANN - artificial neural network 

MLP - multi-layer perceptron 

NE - neuroevolution 

NEAT – neuroevolution of augmenting topologies 

TWEANN - topology and weight augmenting neural networks 
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